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Abstract
The radio landscape has changed drastically over the past decade.
With the availability of the Internet, broadcasters have introduced
listen again radio services for users to catch up on programmes that
they missed. However, these services often contain limited contextual
information, which makes it diﬃcult for users to locate and navigate
to their desired content.
This dissertation presents a method to automatically segment radio
programmes and deliver the contextual parts of a programme to the
listeners using an interactive segmented web player. The results of
the empirical evaluation suggest users prefer this segmented player
over a traditional web player and that locating content is signiﬁcantly
faster with this player.
The work presented here has laid the foundations for many exciting
opportunities. Individual content within shows could be searchable,
listener personalisation could be possible, and listen again services
could be vastly more user friendly in the future.
To experience the web player, it is available online: http://radio.chris.io.
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1 Introduction
“This is 2LO calling, the London station of the British Broadcasting Company
calling. This is 2LO calling”
The ﬁrst oﬃcial broadcast from the BBC by Arthur Burrows on 14th November 1922 [1].
1.1 Background
Radio broadcasting has been around for over a century. Originally called ‘radio-
telephony’, the ﬁrst broadcast is claimed to have been performed by Reginald Fessenden
in December 1906 in Massachusetts [2, 3]. Starting oﬀ small, Fessenden ‘increased his
range from this distance of about twelve miles to... about ﬁve hundred miles’ [4]. The
U.K. did not start broadcasting until 1920 when the Post Oﬃce licensed a few large
companies. A couple of years later a Parliamentary Committee decided to regulate the
industry, leading to the formation of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) [5].
Since then radio broadcasting has developed immensely, ﬁrst moving from Amplitude
Modulation (AM) to Frequency Modulation (FM). This transition gave rise to better
sound quality and the ability for digital data to be encoded and transmitted, through
RDS1. In more recent years, Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) has developed this
further with increased radio reception, further improved sound quality and even more
supplementary information being provided to the listener [6].
Nowadays the Internet is a big platform for radio. Internet Protocol has allowed for
a much larger transmission stream, consequently stations can beneﬁt from providing
as much supplementary information as they wish. Additionally, not being conﬁned to
a traditional ‘one-to-many’ transmission, the Internet has provided more information
along with personalisation and unique content for each listener. All of these devel-
opments have occurred to improve the whole listening experience. However, although
Internet radio distribution does not suﬀer from data limitations, the constraints of tra-
ditional broadcasting means that there is often a lack of supplementary information
being provided.
1Radio Data System - system used throughout Europe to send station identiﬁcation, now playing
and other supplementary information.
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1.2 Motivation and Problem Statement
1.2 Motivation and Problem Statement
Among the beneﬁts of Internet radio is the ability to deliver on demand content in the
form of listen again services. These services provide users the ability to listen back to
a show that has already been broadcast, however this dissertation will address the lack
of information available in listen again services and speciﬁcally how it can aﬀect the
listener experience.
Consider a listener who missed their favourite radio programme. They can use the listen
again service to catch up. However, suppose the show is three hours2 long? The listener
does not have time to catch up on the whole programme, so they are likely to jump
to parts of interest, for example an interview with a guest or a particular discussion
topic. Current listen again services present users with a single audio progress bar that
indicates which part of the programme they are listening to, rather than the content
they are listening to. Listeners wanting to jump to certain content must manually
search, often waiting for the content to buﬀer before realising that they are not at the
correct point. This is extremely ineﬃcient and degrades the user experience.
1.3 Research Questions
To help analyse this problem and to provide direction for this dissertation, the following
research questions have been considered:
1. Is it possible to automatically segment a radio programme?
2. Is it possible to develop a segmented web player that is easy and intuitive to use?
3. Is it possible to develop a segmented web player that is quick for listeners to
locate content within a radio programme?
1.4 Aims
This dissertation aims to develop an interactive segment-based radio listen again ser-
vice, which provides users with the ability to view and locate speciﬁc content within
a radio programme. One potential solution is for radio station production teams to
manually tag content and timestamps as a show is broadcast, however this would be
labour intensive and potentially very costly. For this reason, this dissertation will be
searching for an automated solution.
If this dissertation is successful in segmenting radio programmes and presenting them to
the audience, the potential is enormous. This dissertation aims to lay the foundations
that would allow individual content within shows to be searchable, listener personalisa-
tion to be possible, and listen again services to be vastly more user friendly. Although
not all of these features will be in scope for the dissertation, they are only possible once
a radio programme has been segmented.





This dissertation will be considered a success if the following objects are achieved:
• Research the current academic literature concerning audio content analysis and
audio retrieval.
• Investigate the current technologies available and review similar existing solutions.
• Devise a requirements speciﬁcation from a wide breadth of sources.
• Design a system that is capable of segmenting a radio programme and displaying
the segments against the audio within a web player.
• Following the design, develop an automated interactive segment-based radio listen
again service.
• Evaluate the success of the developed system by conducting a user study and
gathering user feedback.
1.6 Dissertation Structure
This dissertation is divided into 7 chapters.
Chapter 2 Literature and Technology Review - This chapter explores
the state of the art, focussing on audio content analysis and re-
trieval methods. Initially discussing audio content analysis, the
chapter considers diﬀerent approaches to segmentation, comparing
analysing audio elements with studio events. The second part of
the chapter concentrates on retrieval methods and explores search
techniques and audio players.
Chapter 3 Requirements Elicitation and Analysis - This chapter elicits
requirements from a wide breadth of sources with existing solu-
tions analysed, user research undertaken and use cases derived.
Chapter 4 Design - This chapter discusses the development methodology,
reviews the design decisions taken at various levels and presents
an appropriate system design. The design is presented through a
system architecture, data schemas and user interface wireframes.
Chapter 5 Implementation - To build upon the previously deﬁned system
architecture, this chapter discusses the implementation of the sys-
tem and presents a working solution.
Chapter 6 Evaluation - This chapter evaluates the solution presented us-
ing two methods: requirements evaluation and user experiment.
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These methods are described in detail and hypotheses of expected
outcomes are deﬁned, which later in the chapter are proved sig-
niﬁcant. Full statistical analysis and results from the evaluations
are also outlined.
Chapter 7 Conclusion - This chapter highlights the achievements and con-
tributions this dissertation has made, namely developing an auto-
mated system that segments radio programmes and presents them
to the audience through a web player. Limitations of the study
are also discussed in detail and recommendations are made for
possible future work.
4
2 Literature and Technology Review
This chapter covers the academic research undertaken and what methods and solutions
exist for dissecting a radio programme. The project naturally splits into two sections:
audio content analysis and retrieval methods. Thus the following review will research
the two areas respectively.
Since Fessenden made his ﬁrst broadcast [3], radio broadcasting has been thoroughly
researched, from early day technical papers on how radio works [7], to modern day
analysis of psychological impact on listeners [8]. The focus of this project is the radio
broadcasting domain, however it is important to recognise that other industries are
developing tools for audio content analysis and retrieval methods. This literature review
will therefore make use of these other domains in order to provide an insight into how
these could be relevant in the ﬁeld of radio.
2.1 Introduction
Before addressing the challenges of audio content analysis and retrieval, it is important
to understand its relevance in the domain of choice for this project, radio broadcasting.
The BBC, the ﬁrst radio broadcaster in the United Kingdom, has been broadcasting
radio since 1922 [1]. In the early years radio programmes were not recorded, mostly
because recording equipment was rare, cumbersome and broadcasters had a prejudice
against recording shows, as it was thought reusing the recording, i.e. broadcasting
a pre-recorded show, “was not real” [9]. However, by the 1960s it became common
practice for broadcasts to be recorded [10] which resulted in a vast archive of broadcasts.
Unfortunately, these broadcasts have been largely forgotten, with little thought to
metadata that would aid content searching and retrieval. Raimond and Lowis [11,
pg. 1] found that “creating this metadata is a time- and resource-expensive process; a
detailed analysis of a 30 min program can take a professional archivist 8 to 9 hr”. It
is clear to see that this detailed manual processing could never be applied across the
complete archive. Instead a number of researchers [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] have developed
automatic unsupervised approaches to identifying these semantic tags.
2.1.1 Listen Again Services
Today, the availability of the Internet and the ability to deliver speciﬁc content to
diﬀerent listeners mean broadcasters are able to oﬀer listen again services. The terms
listen on demand, catch up service and listen again service are all interchangeable; they
refer to a service which provides the audience with the ability to listen to a show that
has already been broadcast1. Full show listen again is a listen again service employed
by most large scale radio stations. It gives the listener the ability to replay a previously
1For consistency this project will only refer to this service as a listen again service.
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broadcast show. In section 3.1.1 two solutions will be discussed: BBC iPlayer Radio2
and Radioplayer3.
Another form of listen again service is the podcast. While podcasts are not exclusive for
content from broadcasted shows, they are commonly used as another catch up service.
Due to licensing restrictions, they cannot contain music and therefore are often used
as a speech ‘best-bits’ reel. Podcasts are currently manually edited and produced with
production teams curating the content. The key diﬀerence between full show listen
again and podcasts is that some semantic analysis, mostly human based, has been used
to identify relevant and interesting audio clips for the podcast audience, whereas full
show listen again acts to fully replicate the broadcast. However, it is evident that
podcasts were originally used as a means for listener time-shifting (tuning in it any
time) before full show listen again services were developed.
2.1.2 Listener Experience
Listeners listen to radio or podcasts for a variety of reasons. McClung and Johnson
[16], studied podcasts as they was the only readily available listen again service at the
time. They found that listeners use these services for “entertainment, timeshifting,
library building, and social aspects” [16, pg. 93]. Consequently understanding what
listeners are looking for is vital to building eﬀective analysis and retrieval systems.
A recent study by Nencioni et al. [17] found that users prefer serialised content. This
supports the ﬁndings of BBC iPlayer press packs which suggest that the most popular
listen again requests are for serialised content [18]. This indicates that users want to
catch up on content they know is out there, rather than look to discover anything
new. Nencioni et al. also found that users prefer short duration content (<60 minutes),
although this is not the case with entertainment or music based radio programmes
which can be evidenced by the average BBC Radio 1 show being three hours long4.
Nonetheless, this could explain the popularity of podcasts within entertainment and
music based radio programmes for listen again services.
An important listener habit ﬁrst identiﬁed in 1948, that has become increasingly rele-
vant in recent years, is the social aspect of media [19]. Lasswell found that people enjoy
discussing programmes in a social setting, which can often lead listeners who may have
missed the initial broadcast to use listen again services to catchup.
Not only do listeners want to listen back to particular shows, but according to research
carried out by Skov and Lykke [20], 48% of his respondents found it important to
locate a part (or section) of a radio programme. To further analyse this, researchers
[21] investigated how listeners currently locate this content within an audio ﬁle and the
results revealed a very manual process (techniques to improve this process are discussed
in section 2.3, as it is an important feature for listeners). In order to identify and retrieve
2BBC iPlayer Radio: Listen to live BBC radio online and on-demand radio catch up for programmes
missed. http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio
3Radioplayer: Non-proﬁt partnership between the BBC and commercial radio which aims to keep
radio listening simple, through providing radio web technologies. http://www.radioplayer.co.uk
4BBC Radio 1 Schedule: (http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio1/programmes/schedules)
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parts of a radio programme, it is important to understand how they are structured.
Radio programmes often follow a set format, which is determined by producers and
repeatedly used each week. If these can be deﬁned, then automated processes can
utilise the known formats and structure segments, ultimately resulting in a natural
breakdown of a show for listeners.
Further to this research, the BBC piloted Responsive Radio5, a tool that tailored a
documentary to a user’s desired listening length. Responsive Radio had categorised
and prioritised the segments in the documentary. Depending on the length a user
selected, the tool would customise the show they heard, choosing enough segments
for the desired duration. While this was very innovative and a great feature, it still
required timely manual curation of segments and priorities that meant the pilot was
infeasible for public release. The experiment presented a new listen again experience,
highlighting a diﬀerent take on providing requested content to the audience.
Overall, it is clear to see that listen again services are important and valued by lis-
teners. Each year RAJAR6, the national body that measures radio audiences, release
a ‘Measurement of Internet Delivered Audio Services’ report that analyses how and
when content is consumed online. Comparison of the Autumn 2015 and Autumn 2016
reports [22, 23], reveals that full show listen again and podcast usage has increased
20% in the past year. These are encouraging results for the medium and emphasise the
importance of these services for listeners.
2.2 Audio Content Analysis
Audio content analysis is not a new research area. Many studies and researchers have
tried to ﬁnd eﬃcient methods for extracting meaningful and relevant data from an audio
document. Lycke et al. [14], Raimond et al. [15] both studied accurate tagging methods
of archive material within broadcasters and proposed solutions using speech recognition
and semantic keyword extraction. Once audio had been transcribed, Lu and Hanjalic
[13] likened these approaches to the methods used for text document analysis and
categorisation. They proposed that ﬁndings from textual semantic extraction research
should be exploited for audio based content too. However, often audio documents
contain more information, such as temporal and structure data, that is not extractable
with these methods. To analyse an audio document suﬃciently, Larson and Köhler
[24] argue that structure metadata (segments) is better utilised than content metadata
(transcripts). This section addresses the problem of unsupervised detection of audio
segments and researches current methods and solutions.
Audio segments are parts of an audio track that can be divided naturally. They should
be thought of as scenes in a ﬁlm, with each one deﬁned by a beginning and end and
having a semantic meaning. It is important to note that audio can be broken down
5BBC Responsive Radio: http://www.bbc.co.uk/taster/projects/responsive-radio
6RAJAR: Radio Join Audience Research is the oﬃcial body in charge of measuring radio audiences
in the UK. It is jointly owned by the BBC and the Radiocentre on behalf of the commercial sector.
http://www.rajar.co.uk
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further than scene or segment decomposition. For speech content this could be broken
down into sentences, words, or syllables, whereas music content could be into verses or
notes.
Lu and Hanjalic [25], Tzanetakis and Cook [26] have developed a framework, shown in
ﬁgure 2.1, that helps represent the process of understanding audio content. A bottom
up approach can be used, ﬁrst extracting the low-level audio features, followed by
deﬁning mid-level audio elements, grouping them as a semantic segment and ﬁnally
classifying the high-level segments.
Fig. 2.1 Audio Content Analysis Framework [25, 26]
2.2.1 Feature Extraction
Pfeiﬀer et al. [27] recognised that audio can be analysed from two angles; physical and
human cognition. Physical analysis studies quantiﬁable properties, such as amplitude or
waveform, whereas human cognition is qualitative and varies per person (for example,
how loudness or harmony is perceived). While physical properties of sound waves
inﬂuence our perception of psychological features of sound (loudness, pitch and timbre),
it is diﬃcult to quantify human cognition.
Cooke [28] modelled the human auditory system to understand how it classiﬁes cer-
tain groups of sounds, however our current understanding of the auditory system is
insuﬃcient to derive semantic meanings from physical features. Instead, a number
of researchers [27, 29, 30] explored the proposal that if the input is known (physical
properties of sound) and the output is known (classiﬁcation of audio) then through the
use of a training set, a black box process can be learnt and developed. To discuss this
further it is important to understand the basics of sound.
Sound is deﬁned as a change in air pressure generated by vibrating molecules, often
modelled through a waveform composed of sinusoidal waves of diﬀerent amplitude, fre-
quency and phase. Experiments with diﬀerent sounds show that phase is a perceptually
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insigniﬁcant (inaudible) component in complex sound, but it is evident that amplitude
aﬀects our perception of loudness and frequency aﬀects our perception of pitch [31].
However, in order for us to analyse audio, analogue audio signals must be converted
into a digital data form. This is known as sampling. Each sample takes a snapshot of
an audio signal at a particular point and coverts it into an 8 or 16 bit data point. The
digital representation is never as accurate as the analogue data, as it is merely sampling
the signal at one point, however the greater the number of samples the higher the audio
quality and the less likely human senses will be able to distinguish between the two.
CD quality audio uses a sample rate of 44.1 kHz, or 44,100 samples per second.
Once the audio is in a digital form, it can then be converted into the sinusoidal waves,
enabling us to identify the range of frequencies present. While human ears use the
cochlea to convert time-dependent signals, such as those on a sound waveform, into
signals corresponding to a frequency spectrum, computers must use a mathematical
technique known as the Fourier Transform [32]. This process details what frequencies
are present in the signal and in what proportion. Once this information is identiﬁed,
the diﬀerent sounds can be distinguished. These are described as audio features, but
could be thought of as phonemes in language [33].
2.2.2 Audio Element Discovery
Once audio has been sampled and the Fourier Transform process has converted time-
based signals into a frequency-based spectrum, it is then possible to derive the psy-
chological features of sound, audio elements. Referring back to the previous analogy,
as audio features can be viewed as phonemes, audio elements can be viewed as mor-
phemes. Understanding a sequence of phonemes, helps to understand a morphemes
and with that brings higher-level semantic understanding.
Element discovery does not just refer to audio, it has previously been used to identify
scenes in sport videos. Huang and Tung [34] analysed baseball videos, looking at the
visual features in each clip. Huang deﬁned thresholds that if certain video features
met, could conﬁdently mark a clip as a particular scene. For example, analysing a shot
for skin colour (number of skin regions and size of dominant skin region) would help
classify it as a close-up player scene or audience scene.
Returning back to audio, researchers such as Pfeiﬀer et al. [27], Lu et al. [35], Barbosa
et al. [36], recognise that these audio elements should be ﬁrst classiﬁed into speech or
non-speech content, although some researchers break non-speech elements down further
into music, sound eﬀects, noise or silence [25]. To achieve this, there are a number of
techniques available. However, often to reduce the computational complexity of signal
processing, audio features are ﬁrst combined into frames. An audio frame can be
considered a sample of the audio for the given timeframe, complete with time and
frequency based data. The timerange can vary from 372 second frames [37], to 10
millisecond frames [38] depending on the use for the data. If we were analysing 44.1
kHz audio, then using 20ms frames would cut the number of samples to be processed
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down by 99.9%. Even with this sort of compression, the data given is still extremely
rich with suﬃcient information to classify and segment audio further.
When attempting to classify audio elements there are two main methods to describe
the audio from the previously extracted audio features: Mel-frequency Cepstral Co-
eﬃcients (MFCC) and Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) [35]. ZCR estimates the frequency
content in an audio signal and can detect speech content by excitation of vocal tract
that exhibits a low zero crossing rate, compared to non-speech content that exhibits
a high zero crossing rate [39]. MFCC mimics the human auditory system measuring
perception of loudness and pitch, but excluding speaker dependent characteristics such
as fundamental frequency and harmonics [40].
Using these descriptors it is then possible to discriminate content types. “Silence and
breathing noise is made from a simple energy-based detector (VAD) and the detection
of music and noise is achieved using Guassian Mixture Models (GMMs)” [38, pg. 1].
2.2.3 Studio Element Discovery
While audio elements map directly on to the audio, it is important to note that audio
elements should not be exclusively analysed to determine the segments. Often when
content is produced the audio structure and metadata of each audio clip is available,
however when it is stored this information is lost, as it is composed down into one audio
ﬁle. An example of this is when a pre-recorded news story is edited down ready for
broadcast. The audio could contain an intro, sound eﬀects, a couple of interviews and
a conclusion. In an audio editor this would appear as distinct tracks, positioned in a
timeline. When this is exported the audio is mixed down into a new ﬁle, however the
individual tracks and their relative position are all lost.
Object-Based Broadcasting
Object-based broadcasting (OBB), a new research area driven by the BBC [41] and a
number of other European partners [42], is attempting to preserve this information
within the audio ﬁles metadata. An European research group, ORPHEUS7, have been
formed by broadcasters across Europe looking generically across all forms of audio
production, from live studio broadcasts to pre-recorded multi-track edits.
The Object Based Broadcasting term has only recently been used and recognises that
segmentation information does not need to come from analysing audio, but can be
collected from the production of the audio. This is very encouraging for segmenting
audio as capturing data at the source is likely to be a lot more accurate, rather than
reengineering it after it has been compiled down.
2.2.4 Segmentation Methods
Methods vary for detecting audio segments, with most using the detected audio ele-
ments to make an informed decision about a segment start and end. While we have
7ORPHEUS: https://orpheus-audio.eu
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discussed two types of element discovery methods, audio and studio, it is worth men-
tioning that very little research mentions and explores using studio data to inform
segmentation decisions. One possible reason for the lack of research is that this in-
formation is not publicly available, and often a lot of research is conducted separately
away from the radio stations that are producing it. Although it could also be argued
that radio stations might be cautious about letting new technology/techniques near
studios for the fear it could cause problems. However, the hypothesis of this project is
that studio elements could signiﬁcantly reduce computational complexity required to
accurately segment a radio show. This project has the advantage that the author is the
station manager of a university radio station and therefore able to test solutions in a live
environment. Due to the lack of research available about studio based segmentation,
this literature review will focus on audio element based segmentation methods.
Theodorou et al. [38] deﬁned two diﬀerent approaches to segmentation; distance-based
segmentation and model-based segmentation. The former can be referred to as top-down
(context based) and the later as bottom-up (sensory analysis) [43].
• Distance-based segmentation analyses audio for the presence of a certain char-
acteristic (described through methods such as MFCC and ZCR) and plots it
against adjacent audio feature vectors, resulting in the distance curve. Adjacent
features with the largest distance (characteristic change) will be the peaks to the
curve. These can be considered as the audio segment boundaries. The Bayesian
Information Criterian is a statistical analysis technique that performs this task
[44].
• Model-based segmentation on the other hand classiﬁes all the audio elements as
speciﬁc sound objects (music, speech, sound eﬀect). Each element is analysed
individually and determined by a model that analyses its component frames,
comparing them to training data for identiﬁcation. Machine learning techniques,
such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [45, 46] / Guassian Mixture Model (GMM)
[47, 48] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [49, 36] are the most common algo-
rithms, but these models require a minimum number of example audio elements
to train them properly [50, 51].
These two approaches ultimately come to the same conclusion, with some methods
having better precision and recall than others. One approach breaks down an audio ﬁle
into segments, while the other builds the segment from events [35]. However, while each
segmentation approach has its beneﬁts, Theodorou et al. [38] found that a hybrid of the
above approaches were preferred in complex segmentation tasks. Three segmentation
methods are now discussed:
1. Volume analysis - A distance-based segmentation method theorising boundary
segments can be noticed by sudden volume changes [52, 53]. For example, a
song fading out and a jingle suddenly starting before a presenter starts talking.
The experiments found that some semantic content is attainable through volume
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analysis, however this method alone is not enough to accurately segment. Other
methods should be used in conjunction with volume analysis [53].
2. Semantic Aﬃnity Measure - Another distance-based segmentation method [13],
also known by its inverse Audio Novelty [54]. These methods ﬁnd natural segment
boundaries by analysing a range of diﬀerent audio features, such as the ones
extracted using MFCC. Analysing them on a distance-based graph indicates peaks
where the concurrent audio features are most diﬀerent or ‘novel’.
3. Pattern Recognition - A technique following the model-based technique that can
be used to detect parts of audio, often known as audio ﬁngerprinting . Through
a reproducible mathematical process, hash tokens are extracted from an audio
element giving it a unique identifying signature known as a ﬁngerprint. The
same mathematical process is then applied to another audio ﬁle and if the unique
ﬁngerprint matches an item in the library of known ﬁngerprints, then it can be
deemed present in the audio. A very well known application using this is Shazam8.
Starting in 2000, Shazam developed an algorithm that could recognise music even
under unsuitable conditions, such as heavy ambient noise or subject to reverb [55].
Focusing on the pattern recognition segmentation method, an important factor is the
reference database. Any item that has not been processed, and therefore its ﬁngerprints
are not listed in the database, will not be recognised. This method requires complete
access to any audio you would like to recognise. For certain audio elements this might
not be a problem, for example music and sound eﬀects are stored within the station
and could be processed if a system was put in place. Speech content on the other hand
would not work. Presenters are unlikely to speak in the exact same tone even when
repeating a sentence or phrase. Therefore, each time would result in unique ﬁngerprints
and no match would be detected.
Audio pattern recognition is an extensively researched area with numerous papers cov-
ering the advances in the technology across many domains [56, 57]. Oliveira et al. [58]
developed a solution for the commercial advertising industry that could monitor tv
and radio streams for given adverts. The results were impressive with Oliveira et al.
achieving a 95.4% recognition rate with less than 1% of false-positives.
However, implementing this approach in a broadcasting environment requires ﬁnger-
printing all the content within a radio station’s playout system, which are often very
large, containing thousands of audio tracks. For ﬁngerprinting to work, all these tracks
would need to be analysed and compared against each processed entry. Burges et al. [37]
developed the RARE (Robust Audio Recognition Engine) focussing on two key problems
with previous solutions: detection of distorted audio and lookup speed within large au-
dio ﬁngerprint databases. Unfortunately Burges et al. did not provide any experiments
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A slightly diﬀerent take to pattern recognition is audio recurrence which identiﬁes
segments in programmes composed of recurrent segments that act as anchor points
[59]. Rather than comparing extracted ﬁngerprints with an existing detailed library,
it compares it with itself. Unlike traditional pattern recognition, where the matched
ﬁngerprint will contain metadata describing itself, audio recurrence cannot semantically
classify itself. An example of this would be a news program that uses the same sound
eﬀect between news stories. If a system detects each time it is played then it could split
the programme accordingly.
2.2.5 Segmentation Classiﬁcation
While it is important to detect segments, it is arguably as important to identify what
the segment is. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, without it being identiﬁable
a listener is none-the-wiser what the audio timeline contains, and secondly it would
not be indexable so therefore cannot be searched and retrieved. Often the methods to
classify a segment are very closely aligned to the methods used to segment the audio in
the ﬁrst place. This section will look at speech recognition with semantic tagging and
audio ﬁngerprinting.
Speech recognition is an extremely useful tool that can transcribe audio into a textual
form and with further semantic analysis into keywords [14, 60, 15]. Once in a text
form traditional semantic analysis can be performed. Dowman et al. [60] developed
a prototype system that can annotate TV and radio news broadcasts using speech
recognition and relevant articles on the Internet to provide semantic annotations. The
system analysed the transcription and used mathematical key-phrase extractors to de-
termine keywords from the audio. Using the keywords written articles could be found
on the Internet to provide further information. Combining the temporally precise
speech recognition with the conceptually accurate written articles had helped reduce
the impact of speech recognition errors.
Since Dowman et al.’s research was published, there have been vast technological im-
provements. The solution was not a perfect one and had considerable ﬂaws particularly
around the speech recognition. Arguably only using one speech recognition technique
means that transcripts cannot be compared and errors detected; this study was re-
leased in 2005 and since then technical developments have led to a myriad of speech
recognition systems available.
Audio ﬁngerprinting, on the other hand, uses an existing database to provide classi-
ﬁcation. As discussed previously in the segmentation method section, it is important
that ﬁngerprints are organised and tagged properly to help identiﬁcation. The tags
associated with a ﬁngerprint can then be combined with other ﬁngerprint tags in the
same segment to derive an overall semantic description.
2.2.6 Metadata Structuring
Segmenting and classifying audio structure information is very important for it to
be used further, however it must be stored in a suitable storage format. Currently
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popular audio ﬁle formats use metadata containers that wrap around the audio, which
is encoded according to the ﬁle format. ID3 is an example of a metadata container and
is commonly used in conjunction with the mp3 audio format. ID3 metadata describes
the audio ﬁle with properties such as title, artist and genre. The tag refers to the audio
ﬁle as a whole, so if the audio contains diﬀerent content then a common name and
shared details must be agreed. MPEG-7 on the other hand is a multimedia content
description standard that provides the ability to describe content rather than ﬁles. The
speciﬁcation uses XML to store the metadata and requires timecodes to correspond
descriptions to the precise media content.
Metadata Production Framework (MPF) is another speciﬁcation “designed as an ef-
ﬁcient environment for generating metadata for TV programs from the viewpoint of
the broadcaster” [61, 62, pg 1017.]. The framework is designed to describe portions
of a video for a given time. Although this model simply adopts a subset of MPEG-7,
it is modiﬁed slightly to allow relevant URL pointers for segments, something that is
omitted in the MPEG-7 format which Sano et al. identiﬁes as very useful.
2.3 Audio Content Retrieval
Once the audio segments have been detected and classiﬁed, it can lead to a myriad of
uses. Audio retrieval is an important aspect to keep in mind through this project despite
it not being a main focus. This project will focus on utilising existing retrieval methods,
namely a web audio player, and enriching it with visualised segment information.
A further extension to this would be enabling the listener to search for speciﬁc content
across a station, rather than retrieving segments through the speciﬁc broadcasted show.
This would enable users to ﬁnd relevant content and not be restricted by a single show
or a show series. This section will brieﬂy reﬂect on some existing research and solutions.
2.3.1 Search Techniques
Searching audio is another key topic beneﬁting from a range of research dating back to
1996 when Kubozono et al. [63] proposed an audio key-information search system. This
project does not intend to develop or utilise a search technique, nonetheless it is impor-
tant that metadata is stored in a suitable way. As a result, search techniques remain
a popular area for future research. This section will brieﬂy outline two approaches:
textual search and content-based search [64].
1. Textual search uses textual indices that can be extracted from an audio ﬁle by
using speech-recognition and keyword analysis. Subsequently they can be applied
to traditional information retrieval techniques, such as the Document Ranking
Optimisation algorithm (DROPT) [65]. Raimond and Lowis [11] used this process
to tag programmes within the BBC Archive for text-based search retrieval.
2. Content-based search on the other hand gives the user the ability to search by
physical and psychological audio elements, such as searching for a particular
singer. It works using query-by-example where a fragment of the singer’s voice is
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submitted and compared for similarity against items in the database, as demon-
strated by Tsai and Wang [66] and used by Shazam [55].
2.3.2 Audio Players
Once an audio ﬁle has been located and the ﬁle retrieved, the next step is to play it.
Audio players vary from hardware players, such as tape machines or CD players, to
software based players such as Windows Media Player9 or Apple Quicktime10. With
the rise of the internet, web based audio players have become increasingly popular. A
web player gives listeners the ability to go to a website and stream the content directly,
without the need to download it or use proprietary software to listen to it. Most
basic media players consist of a play/pause button and an audio progress bar with a
slider to indicate the current position. Understanding how users navigate content is an
important detail that Hürst et al. [67], Lauer and Hürst [21], Lee [68], Carlier et al.
[69] have thoroughly researched. Their ﬁndings are detailed below.
Without bookmarks or segmentation indicators a user is required to manually navigate
an audio ﬁle to identify areas of interest. Hürst et al. [67] researched how users can
interactively navigate multimedia ﬁles based on audio feedback. Whereas video is made
up of individual pictures (visual frames), audio is made up of individual sounds (audio
frames). Visual frames can be understood independently of other frames, however
independent audio frames do not provide the same semantic meaning. Multiple audio
frames must be played together to provide any interpretation, but this is inconsistent
with the quick and uneven movement of a slider. To overcome this issue, Hürst et
al. designed two diﬀerent approaches: elastic audio slider and position based slider.
The ﬁrst approach limited the slider movement and instead introduced a new UI tool
that would not allow the user to move the slider directly but inﬂuence the speed of
its movement. The second approach reduced the strict synchronisation of thumb and
acoustic feedback. In the educational multimedia domain, Lauer and Hürst [21] also
took the same approach to analysing multimedia documents, but unfortunately neither
Hürst et al. or Lauer and Hürst presented any user testing or analysis in their papers
so it is diﬃcult to examine the success of this method. Nonetheless it is an interesting
approach to the problem of locating speciﬁc audio content within a ﬁle.
However, as we have been able to extract audio segments from the audio track, an
interface allowing the user to view and navigate to these segments is required. Many
papers address improving media players to facilitate searching and seeking, however
these are primarily directed towards video browsing. Carlier et al. [69] developed a
video player with bookmark navigation and automated prefetch of predicted content.
The study compared two video players, one with the bookmarks and prefetched content,
and one designed as a control player has no new features. The results were promising
and identiﬁed that the new user interface “can lead to up to 4x more seeks to book-





commonly used today” [69, pg. 967]. However, it is important not to infer that the
inclusion of segmentation bookmarks alone increased seek rate to these sections. By
prefetching content the player could have biased users by oﬀering signiﬁcantly reduced
seek latency, meaning that users will not have to wait for the video to buﬀer.
Amalia.js is an open-source HTML5 multimedia player that Hervé et al. [70] developed
to edit, view and play audio with temporal and spatial metadata. The solution is a
lot more advanced than what Carlier et al. presented, oﬀering a full object oriented
broadcasting view of an audio ﬁle. The player is promising with a number of useful
features. There are also a number of lessons that can be learnt from the development of
this solution. For example, Hervé et al. [70] developed the media player using HTML5
as it was well supported and available across most internet capable devices, but this
brought its own challenges as the player had to be tested on a large variety of browsers,
including mobile devices.
2.4 Summary
In conclusion, this literature review has critically analysed the state of the art, focussing
on audio content analysis and retrieval methods. A brief introduction outlined the
importance of the listener experience and why listeners value a listen again service.
These ﬁndings should be taken into account to ensure any system developed will meet
listener expectations.
It was evident that a large amount of research has been conducted on audio content
analysis, with the majority attempting to extract data, that was once available during
composition, by analysing the linear audio. Instead of reverse engineering the audio,
another less researched approach is to collect the data during composition. This disser-
tation aims to follow the latter approach and apply it to segmenting a radio programme.
Speciﬁcally, collecting studio events during a radio broadcast and analysing them to
detect segments in a radio programme.
One possible reason for the lack of research is that this studio event information is not
publicly available, and often a lot of research is conducted separately away from radio
stations that are producing it. Although it could also be argued that radio stations
might be cautious about letting new technology/techniques near studios for the fear it
could cause problems. However, this project is able to take advantage of the university
radio station and test solutions in a live environment.
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Analysis
Chapter 2 explored a number of segmentation methods, however at the end of the
chapter it was decided that this dissertation will use studio events to segment a radio
programme. This chapter discusses how requirements were collected from a number of
diﬀerent sources, including analysis of similar existing solutions and conducting user
research. A full requirements speciﬁcation is presented at the end of the chapter
3.1 Establishing Requirements
This project is experimental in nature, therefore stakeholders have not been used to
deﬁne requirements. Instead, requirements for this project have been gathered from a
wide breadth of sources. Existing solutions have been analysed, user research has been
undertaken and use cases have been derived.
3.1.1 Existing Solutions
To establish requirements for this project, it was important to understand the pitfalls
and advantages of existing solutions to ensure the project learns from them. Although
no automated segmented listen again service has been implemented, based on research
of radio stations, there remains variations that are available to be analysed. For this
section two types of existing solutions will be analysed; catchup radio players and
podcasts.
Catchup Radio Players
A number of broadcasters have utilised catchup on-demand services for years. These
services give users the ability to replay shows that have already been broadcasted, but
unfortunately they are diﬃcult to navigate to speciﬁc content. The BBC’s iPlayer (Fig.
3.1) is considered by many the most advanced catchup player, but other broadcasters
have followed suit.
Originally Radioplayer1 (Fig. 3.2) was designed as a simple and consistent web player
for online UK radio listening. It was formed by the BBC and commercial stations and
became widely used by many, including student/community stations. Radioplayer’s
primary focus is to deliver live radio streams to listeners, however recently audio on-
demand has been integrated into the web players. Unfortunately, the audio on-demand
functionality is limited and can only handle an Rich Site Summary (RSS) feed that




Global Radio’s stations2, use the limited functionality on-demand tools Radioplayer
provides. Contrastingly, the BBC have integrated audio on-demand into iPlayer, an
existing in-house on-demand application. Despite the BBC’s use of a separate catchup
service, the user interface is very similar to Radioplayer.
Fig. 3.1 BBC iPlayer Radio Fig. 3.2 Capital FM Listen Again
Comparing BBC iPlayer and Captial FM’s web player (which uses Radioplayer) reveals
a number of notable features:
• Audio Progress Bar - Each web player uses an audio progress bar (Fig. 3.3) to
indicate the duration and relative position of the playing audio. A horizontal
line usually represents the audio duration, while a cursor on the line indicates
the current position. Hovering over the progress bar at any given point displays
a popup with the time of that audio. Clicking on the progress bar begins audio
from that point, this allows users to jump to content if given a speciﬁc time.
Alternatively, a user can seek through audio by jumping to ‘random’ points until
desired content is found. The time popup, that is displayed when you hover over
the progress bar, can be used to navigate to an exact moment if the movement
of the cursor along the progress bar is not clear enough. However, seeking along
the progress bar can be more problematic on smaller devices where movement of
the cursor over a short distance is diﬃcult, such as a smartphone.
Fig. 3.3 Audio Progress Design
• Audio Controls - Users control the audio through a number of buttons (Fig. 3.4).
Each web player analysed had a play/pause button and volume controls, which
gives the user the ability to increase/decrease volume or mute the audio entirely.
Notable controls missing are rewind and fast-forward buttons, however this could
be to simplify the controls as the audio progress bar can easily be used to seek
2Global is a British media company which owns a number of large radio stations in the UK, such
as Capital FM, Heart, Classical FM and LBC. www.global.com
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through content, as described above. Another important observation are the
standard icons used for controls, such as , which creates intuitive players.
Fig. 3.4 Audio Control Design
• Programme Information - To give context to the user, each player displays the
title and description of the content being played. Although there is no relation
between the text and the audio on the player, it gives users a brief summary
of what the audio is. For example, it might say ‘Greg plays Pun Pong’, but
it does not give any indication what time the game was played and therefore a
user must manually seek through the audio to ﬁnd it. The BBC’s catchup player
displays more information, such as listing the music played, yet the player makes
no attempt to correspond this information to the audio progress bar.
• Mobile Optimised - According to RAJAR3 27% of adults listen to the radio via
smartphone or tablet. Therefore web players have been designed to be responsive
to smartphone and tablet users, such that each device receives an appropriate
interface. Although, as previously mentioned, the audio progress bar is a vital
component which does not scale down well for smaller devices.
Podcasts
A podcast is an episodic series of audio ﬁles that users can subscribe to, made available
via the Internet. Once subscribed, the user will then receive any new episodes published
for a given podcast. The content of podcasts vary, yet primarily contains speech, as
due to licensing reasons they cannot contain music. Podcasts can be split into three
categories:
1. Original Content - The podcast uses content that was recorded speciﬁcally for
the podcast.
2. Republished Content - The podcast has no new content and simply recycles con-
tent that was recorded for another purpose, such as a radio show.
3. Hybrid Content - The podcast mixes original content and republished content.
Podcasts have long been used by broadcasters as a radio catchup service, before full
show listen again services were technically feasible. By removing the songs and leaving
the ‘best bits’ the podcast is a manageable amount of audio for a listener to catchup
on and for stations to oﬀer. Similarly to full show catchup, podcasts are produced as
linear audio and therefore currently face the same problems. Nonetheless, podcasts
tend to be shorter and therefore seeking for speciﬁc content is not as time intensive.




Republished content and hybrid content podcasts may reuse parts of a broadcasted
show. However, these parts have no link between the main show and a podcast. A
listener to the TED Radio Hour4 might hear part of a TED talk and be interested
to listen to the rest, but this can sometimes be time consuming to ﬁnd. Even though
the audio has been sourced and condensed from the original talk, the linear form of a
podcast removes a clip’s individual metadata, making any link between a segment in
one audio ﬁle and a segment in another audio ﬁle extremely diﬃcult.
For example, BBC Radio 1’s Scott Mills Daily5 is a podcast produced after every Scott
Mills show, which is broadcast weekday afternoons between 1pm-4pm on BBC Radio
1. The podcast describes itself as ‘all of Scott’s show, without the music’. It provides
listeners with a quick and easy way to catchup if they miss the show.
Fig. 3.5 Comparison between Scott Mills radio show and podcast.
Broadcast Show: 16th February 2017
Scott’s daily podcast is unique. Having a single episode mapped to a single podcast can
help identify the ‘best bits’ at a granular level. However, most other radio shows with a
podcast release an episode weekly, taking content from a number of diﬀerent days and
combining them into one ‘best bits‘ podcast. Figure 3.5 illustrates the direct one show
to one podcast mapping, used in Scott’s daily podcast. It is possible to further analyse
this relationship and focus on speech segments. Figure 3.6 displays the likelihood of
a speech segment being included within a podcast, based on the duration of segment.
Arguably, this analysis is limited as only one show and corresponding podcast has
been studied. Nonetheless, analysis clearly shows a trend that the longer the segment
the more likely it would be included in a curated ‘best bits’ podcast. If a ‘best bits’
segment pattern can be identiﬁed then perhaps an automated process could deliver this
to listeners, without any manual interaction.
Another interesting observation are the topics discussed in Scott’s show. 71% of speech
segments could be classiﬁed into one or more of the four show topics; Innuendo Bingo,
Bangers, Chris in Japan, and Real or No Real. The topics and the frequency a topic
4The TED Radio Hour is hosted by Guy Raz, and is a co-production of NPR & TED. http:
//www.npr.org/programs/ted-radio-hour/
5BBC’s Scott Mills Daily Podcast http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02nrv1j
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Fig. 3.6 Comparing speech segments from the Scott Mills Radio Show
included and not included in the Scott Mills Daily Podcast.
Broadcast Show: 16th February 2017
was discussed are displayed in Table 3.1. This observation highlights that segments
should not be treated independently and instead could have a ordered nature.
For example, looking at appendix A.3, which is an itemised list of segments from a
Scott Mills show and podcast, it is clear to see that item 52 and 54 are linked, despite
the game ‘Real or No Real’ being split by music. If a listener missed the game and
wanted to listen back, it is clear that item 52 must be played before 54. Highlighting
this relation and the required listening order is important for user experience.
Table 3.1 Topics and frequency discussed in Scott Mills’ show.
Broadcast Show: 16th February 2017
Topic Description Frequency
Innuendo Bingo A popular visualised game between a BBC presenter
and a celebrity.
4
Bangers Each presenter chooses a song and a listener decides
between them.
3
Chris in Japan Co-presenter Chris is in Japan and phones the show. 8
Real or No Real A quiz asking true or false questions to guests. 2
Other All other speech segments not discussing above topics. 7
3.1.2 User Research
Listener Focused Research
Another research technique utilised, to elicit requirements by this project, was a ques-
tionnaire. It was designed to gauge listener habits, reasons for listening and colour
association with certain show elements (e.g. music, news or speech). The questionnaire




• Respondents - The questionnaire received 45 responses made up of 52% male,
44% female and 4% other gender respondents. The ages of respondents ranged
from 19 to 74 (𝑀 = 24.4, 𝑆𝐷 = 10.6), however the majority of the responses came
from 21 and 22 year olds in their ﬁnal year studying a undergraduate degree. The
questionnaire was widely distributed online, however the majority of responses
were friends and peers, causing the demographics to be very similar to the Uni-
versity population6. Therefore we can theorise that the results are indicative of
students and can not be directly extrapolated to the wider U.K. population.
• Listening Preferences - Live radio is popular, with 85% of respondents listening to
radio on a typical weekday and 77% on a typical weekend. When comparing these
ﬁgures with listen again services the results are very diﬀerent with only 33% and
23% using BBC or a commercial radio station listen again service, respectively.
Instead, music seems to be favoured with a huge 33% listening to 13 hours or more
a week and only 11% not listening to streaming music services or downloaded
music at all. A key consideration of this dissertation is to understand why live
radio appeals to listeners far more than catchup radio. By using segmentation,
this dissertation theorises that making catchup content more accessible will appeal
to a wider audience.
• Listening Times - Similar to the U.K. RAJAR ﬁgures [23], respondents are most
likely to listen to live radio weekday primetime (morning and drivetime) and
weekend daytime. Listeners of catchup radio on the otherhand prefer a weekday
evening slot, which could be explained by locations that the users listen to catchup
radio as discussed below.
• Listening Locations and Devices Used - Listening locations diﬀer depending on
listening to live radio or catchup radio. Listening at home is favoured by both
options, but far fewer listeners commuting will listen to catchup radio compared
with live radio. Although, this could simply be due to data network restrictions
and poor signal while travelling. The most popular device used for catchup radio
is a smartphone, compared to live radio listeners who use AM/FM and DAB
radios.
• Listening Reasons - People listen to radio for various reasons, but the question-
naire results indicate that presenters and music choice were the two main reasons.
Interestingly these were the most popular options across both live radio and lis-
ten again radio. A reason for this could be that listening to presenters or music
content live or on catchup does not aﬀect the individuals listening experience as
the content does not vary, whereas with news programmes content quickly be-
comes outdated. This is supported by the number of listeners for news coverage
dropping from 24.4% on live radio to 7.7% on catchup radio. Another notable
reason for listening included using live radio as a daily alarm clock.




• Design Research - To aid with the design stage, a quick ﬁre round of questions
were devised. Respondents were given a number of categories, such as music and
news, and asked to note the ﬁrst colour they would associate with it. The results
would then be used to design the user interface. However on analysis respondents
could not agree on category colours, with the exception of news, where 69%
preferred the colour red. It cannot be ascertained as to if the diverse results are
due to individuals having no signiﬁcant colour preferences or if respondents did
indeed feel strongly about the colour they chose. As a result, the design stage
will not use these ﬁndings as initially intended.
Expert Research
To further understand the current problems facing listen again services, it was im-
portant to speak to an industry expert. A senior technologist at the BBC discussed
a number of considerations that should be made, highlighting some of the challenges
they currently face:
• Programme Information - The BBC stores a vast amount of data about pro-
grammes that are never published. Whenever a radio programme is commis-
sioned, a show plan must be submitted detailing the parts of the programme.
A challenge for them is identifying how this data can be extracted and checked
against a live show to ensure it was broadcast and at what time. Unfortunately as
the accuracy of the information cannot be guaranteed, this additional information
cannot be published. Data quality is extremely important for the BBC.
• Programme Start Time - Identifying the start of a radio programme may appear
trivial, however it is extremely diﬀerent. This is often because radio programmes
have songs between shows and do not start exactly on the their scheduled time
slot. It is a challenge for iPlayer as a listener may replay a show and ﬁnd the
audio does not start at the beginning. This can be confusing and annoying for
the user.
• Archival - One of the biggest challenges for the BBC is archiving the immense
quantity of content produced by the broadcaster and maintaining an eﬃcient
search index. As discussed in the literature review, chapter 2, it takes a signiﬁcant
amount of time for an archivist to describe and tag every programme so that it is
easily searchable. Providing a mechanism to automatically segment and describe
programmes would be extremely useful and provide huge eﬃciency savings.
• Rights Management - Another issue is tracking the legal rights of a programme.
Often legal contracts are drawn up indicating the allowed use of a clip, programme
or series. This becomes problematic when contracts may only apply to certain
parts of the programme or for a speciﬁed amount of time. Every time content
is reused an individual must search through the original contracts and check the
conditions. This is extremely ineﬃcient and leads to a lot of manual overhead.
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In a radio programme this does not just apply to speech content, music is li-
censed through the company PPL7 who enforce strict rules, such as requiring an
additional license to play music online in listen again services and restricting the
duration this content can be available for.
The BBC are working with ORPHEUS: Object-Based Broadcasting, an European re-
search group tasked at improving the management of audio content [71], to remediate
a number of these issues and revolutionise the way data and audio is stored. This
research group aims to develop future technologies and standards that will eventually
become common place to describe and present media content.
3.1.3 Use Case
To assist in developing the requirements speciﬁcation, some analysis has been performed
on the various system use cases, and expanded into user stories pertaining to the system
usage. Figure 3.7 illustrates a use case for the system being developed. It highlights
the need for manual interaction, should the segment extractor need corrections, and
the need for show segments to be generated before a listener can listen back to a radio
show.
Fig. 3.7 System Use Case
3.2 Requirements Speciﬁcation
Consolidating the analysis performed in the previous two sections, it is possible to
derive a suitable requirements speciﬁcation for this project. The requirements are split
into two functional areas:
• Back-End: Detecting show segments and associated metadata
• Front-End: Interactive HTML-based listen again web player with segment-based
metadata
7PPL - Phonographic Performance Limited: http://www.ppluk.com
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3.2.1 Back-End: Detecting show segments and associated metadata
Functional Requirements
D.1 Log Show Elements (Priority: High): The system must identify and log
the start and end time of show elements.
D.1.1 Music (Priority: High): Identify and log songs being played during a
show.
D.1.2 Speech (Priority: Medium): Identify and log presenters talking on air.
D.1.3 Adverts (Priority: Low): Identify and log an advert being played during
a show.
D.1.4 News (Priority: Low): Identify and log presenters talking on air.
D.2 Analyse Show Elements (Priority: Medium The system should analyse
logged show elements and extract relevant information that’ll describe and
enhance the original element.
D.2.1 Speech Topic Detection (Priority: Low): Perform speech recognition
and frequency analysis on a presenter’s link to attempt to identify key-
words and topic tags.
D.2.2 Music Metadata (Priority: Medium): Retrieve artist, song and other
relevant information.
D.2.3 Segment Information (Priority: Low): Retrieve information about
segments based on data stored internally within the radio station’s database,
including segment legal rights and allowed usage.
D.2.4 Segment Ranking (Priority: Low): Analyse a segment and calculate
its perceived popularity. This may be based on preset rules or a learning
algorithm that identiﬁes popular content.
D.3 Automatic Podcast Generator (Priority: Low The system should auto-
matically generate a ’best bits’ podcast based on segment ranking or preset
rules. Dependencies: D.2.4
D.4 Management System (Priority: Low) The system should have the ability to
manually correct any automated processing error, such as an incorrect segment
tag, or add additional information that could not be automatically generated,
such as a show description.
Non-functional Requirements
D.5 System Modularisation (Priority: Low): The system should be built to




D.6 Performance (Priority: Medium): The system should process and tag seg-
ments of a show within 1.5x it’s duration. Podcasts should be generated within
2x the show’s duration.
D.7 Data Integrity (Priority: Medium): The system should identify 90% of
segments of the type music and speech.
3.2.2 Front-End: Interactive HTML-based listen again web player
with segment-based metadata
Functional Requirements
P.1 Visualise Show Segments (Priority: High): The front-end player should
visualise the diﬀerent segments of a show with each segment type a pre-
determined colour.
P.2 Audio Progress Bar (Priority: Medium): The front-end player should have
an audio progress bar which can be used to seek through a show.
P.3 Audio Controls (Priority: Medium): The front-end player should have sim-
ple and intuitive controls.
P.3.1 Play/Pause Button (Priority: Medium): A button that pauses the
audio if it is playing, or plays it if it is paused.
P.3.2 Volume Controls (Priority: Low): A set of controls to give the user
the ability to customise the audio of the player, including mute/un-mute
button.
P.3.3 Skip Button (Priority: Low): A button to allow the listener to skip the
current segment.
P.4 Listen Back to a Show (Priority: High): The front-end player must be able
to operate as a listen again service and playback a speciﬁc show on request,
within licensing agreements.
P.5 Mobile Optimised (Priority: High): The front-end player should be re-
sponsive to device screen sizes, resulting in a positive experience for mobile
users.
Non-functional Requirements
P.6 Performance (Priority: Medium): The front-end player should load within
10 seconds and start playing a show within 30 seconds, based on an average
U.K. internet connection8.
P.7 Usability (Priority: Medium): The front-end player should be easy and in-
tuitive to use, based on a design feedback focus group.
8Ofcom 2016 Report: 28.9Mbps
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Chapter 3 elicitated requirements from a breadth of sources with existing solutions
analysed, user research undertaken and use cases derived. The full requirements spec-
iﬁcation was presented at the end of the chapter.
This next chapter will cover how the system was designed. In line with the development
methodology, the following discussion begins with the high level system architecture
and then moves down the layers to examine the granular system components.
4.1 Development Methodology
Development methodologies are regularly used in the development of software. They
provide a structured approach focussed around the delivery of solutions and a lifecycle
to aid project management. Agile methodology was chosen for this project as it allows
more ﬂexibility to respond to changes and less process overhead, meaning the focus is
on solutions rather than process. As the client and the developer are the same person
in this project, this methodology is well suited.
4.1.1 Iterations
Following the agile methodology, the system was developed in iterations. Each iteration
(I.1 - I.3) added some functionality, yet maintained a ‘shippable product’ after each
iteration.
I.1 Firstly a manual event collection system is developed, which logs events to a
database. A process, with limited rules, then converts the events into a format
for the web player. This web player is then built as an event-driven player that
displays the segmentation and plays the show audio.
I.2 Next, using automatically detected studio events, a more thorough analysis is
performed to generate the segments. Following this, connecting with the radio
station’s database allows access to programme data which can then dynamically
display programme information on the player’s web page.
I.3 Finally, additional event collector processes will be implemented, such as record-
ing the microphones on cue. Next, connecting to a number of third-party ser-
vices, it is possible to get more information and provide further analysis of the
contents of a segment, including rating and ranking them. Using this, an au-
tomated podcast generator can be developed to provide a ‘best bits’ catchup





A simple preventative risk management strategy was applied to identify potential risks
of the project. The potential risks, outlined below, have been assessed and given an
impact and probability rating. Due care and attention has been taken throughout each
stage of this project and the three risks below have been assigned remediation guidance.
R.1 Data Loss | Prob: Low | Imp: High
Remediation Guidance: Regularly backup reports and code on two diﬀerent third-
party cloud hosting providers.
R.2 Serious Illness | Prob: Low | Imp: High
Remediation Guidance: Project plan has accounted for contingency time.
R.3 Project too Ambitious/Has Technical Problems | Prob: Medium | Imp: Medium
Remediation Guidance: Each iteration will be developed to a ‘ready to ship’
state meaning should complications arise, the project can revert to the previous
iteration.
4.2 System Architecture
This section discusses a high level abstraction of the system. A system architecture
manifests the earliest design decisions which then become the foundations of develop-
ment. The design decisions made here are the hardest to change and therefore are the
most critical.
Firstly, a high level architecture was deﬁned in order to create an intellectually graspable
model (Fig 4.1). It is illustrative of the various processes and interactions required
between the diﬀerent databases, servers and third party services. The architecture is
divided into three stages:
Stage 1 Event Collection - Live collection of events in the radio studio and storing
them to a database.
Stage 2 Segmentation Analysis - Interpreting studio events to form segments; pulling
in supplementary data from various third-party services. Two examples of
available supplementary data are album artwork and speech recognition
with keyword analysis.
Stage 3 Web Player - Interactive listen again web player, displaying a programme
split into segments.
Splitting the architecture into three stages follows a modular approach which aids
maintainability and reliability. For example, if new equipment was installed in the
studio, the event collection process may have to be adjusted/redeveloped, however
this would not impact the next process. To guarantee this, consideration must be
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made on the inputs and outputs of each stage, which are illustrated in ﬁgure 4.1. Each
component is shown bordering either the back-end server, front-end server or both. The
speciﬁc data and schemas stored and passed between components will be discussed in
section 4.5. It is important to note that the servers act as the borders between stages.
Fig. 4.1 System Architecture
The expected interactions and operability between each stage and the key components
are outlined below.
• Event Collection - Event collectors are tasked with collecting studio data, usually
in the form of events, and logging them to a database. Figure 4.1 lists three
collectors: mic going live, music being played and news going out. This is by no
means a deﬁnitive list of events, however they have been chosen as they form the
most common show segments. If an event can be detected and a collector deﬁned,
then it can be added with minimal eﬀort. The methods of collecting these events
may diﬀer, although the events will all feed into a single event database which
will be analysed by the next process, segmentation analysis. Event collectors may
run additional tasks, such as recording the microphones for further analysis in
future stages. The priority is logging events to the database, so if the additional
tasks are time intensive, a separate process can be spawned and run in parallel.
• Segmentation Analysis - This stage has a number of components. Firstly, seg-
ments are determined using logic rules and the previously detected events. This
component is referred to as the segmentation engine stage, it retrieves additional
information, from the information supplier, and incorporates it into the segment
metadata. For example the segmentation engine stage would retrieve music meta-
data, such as album artwork. Arguably this component could be contained within
the event collection stage, yet it is not as event collection revolves around live
data capture, whereas segmentation analysis is run post-broadcast. Should an-
other information supplier be added, a simple re-run of the segmentation analysis
stage would incorporate the new information, without having to re-produce the
show. The ﬁnal component, Radio Catchup Export, is responsible for export-
ing the segments, combining show metadata (not to be confused with segment
metadata from the information supplier) and packaging it into a suitable format.
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• Show Web Player - The show web player stage has limited architecture deﬁned as
it is at the end of the process and provides a simple view. The focus of this stage
revolves around delivering audio and segment data from the front-end server to a
listeners device. Embedded on a single page and run on an existing radio station’s




The development workﬂow, illustrated in ﬁgure 4.2, was deﬁned to ensure that risks
were mitigated and good practice was followed. Remediation guidance for risk R.1
required that data is stored with two diﬀerent cloud hosting providers, chosen to be
Github and Google Drive. A project repository was setup on Github1 with changes
committed following development and Google Drive constantly backing up ﬁles after
every change. Pycharm2 was choosen as the IDE as it provided a powerful editor that
could handle Python and shell scripts for the back-end systems and HTML, CSS and
JS for the front-end web player.
Fig. 4.2 Development Workﬂow
4.3.2 Software Libraries
This project does not aim to reinvent the wheel, instead it will reuse a number of
existing third party software libraries. This should reduce the development workload,
while also increasing performance and reliability of the developed solution. Larger and
more experienced teams have spent far longer studying and developing open-source
tools, thus it is sensible to use these as a basis for this project. This should also avoid
the complexity cost which Gale [72] states you accrue by implementing complicating
features or technology internally. While sometimes this is not avoidable, it must be
managed. A good solution is to delegate functionality to tried and tested third-party
systems, instead of attempting to increase the project scope and keep it all in-house.
One such case where the complexity cost is not required, is the web player. Requirement
P.4 states that a show must be able to be listened back online through a web browser.
1Github: https://github.com
2Pycharm by Jetbrains: https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/
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There are a vast number of web players available online, including HTML5’s built in
media player and the player discussed previously in section 2.3.2, Amalia.js. Although
Amalia.js provided an object orientated player, on closer analysis it was too complex
for the project and other players were found to be more suitable. This project heavily
used two front-end JavaScript libraries for the web player:
• jPlayer - Developed as an open source media library for JavaScript by Happy-
worm3, jPlayer4 is a light weight, customisable web player. Having been built
over the past 8 years, jPlayer has an active and growing community. The player
is well used, well supported and consequently very reliable. The player can be
easily skinned and is very simple to setup. For these reasons jPlayer is the web
player of choice for this project.
• Popcorn.js - The audio player must be interactive and have the capability to
add bookmarks or segments. While jPlayer provides a seekbar so listeners can
jump to content within the audio ﬁle, it does not provide a mechanism to tag the
content. Popcorn.js5, a Mozzila6 project, is a media library providing an event
system for audio players. The architecture is built around a core library that
provides low level implementation of an event-driven system connected to the
web player. Plugins can be used to further extend the capability and allow the
development custom functions, which would all run based on events within the
web player.
jPlayer and Popcorn.js have been used together frequently in the past, with Happyworm
providing a detailed technical guide with a working demo. Utilising both of these well
documented and supported libraries should lead to a reliable and seamless web player,
which is a vital requirement of this project P.6.
Complexity cost can further be shed in the back-end development. The event collectors
log to a database and the segment processors will retrieve this data, further analyse it
using a number of third party services. The following stable Python libraries will be
used to reduce the development overhead:
• mySQLdb - MySQL database connection library
• pyodbc - MSSQL database connection library
• pyaudio & wave - Audio recording and processing libraries
• spotipy - Spotify API connector library
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• nltk & textblob - Natural language text processing libraries
The implementation and use of these software libraries will be discussed in greater
detail later in this chapter.
4.4 User Interface Design
The interface is an important part of the project. Although event collection and segmen-
tation analysis are automated processes with limited user interaction, the segmentation
extraction process is taking the form of a web player and consequently will require a
user front end.
Using the analysis from section 3.1.1, high-level sketches and wireframes were produced.
The designs took inspiration from existing catchup players as these have already been
studied, evaluated and revised in terms of user experience. The key challenge was to
seamlessly integrate the standard web player design with segmentation.
Fig. 4.3 Sketch - Web Player
The ﬁrst approach, shown in ﬁgure 4.3, illustrates the initial design for the desktop
webpage. A simple analysis of the design identiﬁed that the location of the web player
may be ineﬃcient and therefore improvements could be made. Having a large body of
text above could require users to scroll down the page to start the player. This is not
eﬀective as the primary function of the web page is the web player, so this should be
more prominent and available without scrolling or clicking. However, the log, sketched
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at the bottom of ﬁgure 4.3, illustrated a simple yet intuitive vertical timeline with
segment elements listed.
Fig. 4.4 Wireframe - Web Player (Desktop) Fig. 4.5 Wireframe - Web Player (Mobile)
The second design, shown in ﬁgures 4.4 and 4.5, addressed the feedback from the initial
design. The second design also focused on a mobile-friendly design as per requirement
P.5. A responsive design was envisioned, with each component on the page rendering
for the speciﬁc device. The page components identiﬁed were:
• Programme Information
• Audio Player
• Currently Playing Information
• Programme Timeline
The wireframes show how, although the display may diﬀer when viewed on a desktop
or a mobile phone, the content remains the same. This graphical view of the proposed
system and its responsive nature will be invaluable when developing the web player
further. The implementation of this design and the challenges faced will be discussed
in section 5.3.
4.5 Data and Schemas
As previously mentioned, it is important to deﬁne the data that is expected at each
stage of the architecture. Figure 4.1 illustrates two boundaries between stages; the
back-end server with an event database, and the front-end server with an audio and
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JSON ﬁlestore. This section will deﬁne the schemas that each stage will follow, whether
that is inserting, editing or reading data.
4.5.1 Event Collection Database
The event collection database is a MySQL7 database which is responsible for storing
studio events that have been detected. Deﬁning the database structure now will help
ensure both components in stage 1 and stage 2 can be built to eﬀectively interface with
the database and prevent any reprogramming, which would be required if the design
changed later. Figure 4.6 is an entity relationship diagram for this database.
Each event is stored within the catchup_event table and is given an event type from
the catchup_event_type table. Device names and network locations are stored to pro-
vide a record of the event collector which logged the event. Some events, such as
mic live detection, may provide more data than simply event and timestamp. The
speech_keywords table is an example of such an occasion. Keywords are extracted,
given a score by a parallel process and stored within the database for retrieval during
the Segment Analysis stage.
Fig. 4.6 Event Collection Database - Entity Relationship Diagram
4.5.2 JSON Schema
JSON, JavaScript Object Notation, is a light-weight data interchange consisting of
objects, arrays and values. This project uses JSON as it is extremely fast and simple to
parse. Stage 2, Segment Analysis, retrieves a programme’s audio logging and generates a
list of segments. These segments are then exported to a JSON ﬁle, with the programme
information and audio location listed.
Although a database could have been used to store this information, it became apparent
this would be ineﬃcient as once the segment analysis stage has ﬁnished, the data
becomes static and unlikely to change. Simply this means that the data should be
‘hard-coded’ to the speciﬁc audio ﬁle, with segment start and end times referring to
7MySQL: https://www.mysql.com
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their location within the audio ﬁle. Should a programme and its segments wish to be
shared, both audio and data ﬁles would have to be passed on. As discussed in 2.2.6,
a more suitable storage mechanism would be using a single ﬁle that holds the audio
and segment metadata, however currently format does not exist. For this reason two
separate ﬁles are used and data integrity between the two ﬁles must be maintained. An
mp3 audio ﬁle will be used for the show recording and a JSON data ﬁle for programme
and segment metadata.
A full schema has been deﬁned to ensure stage 2’s segment export and stage 3’s web
player can interface. Using an example from the show ‘The Hangover Cure’, illustrated
in listings 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, the JSON schema will be outlined below. A full JSON
schema can be found in appendix B.
Media Properties (Listing 4.1) The media properties object refers to the audio
ﬁle of the programme recording. The mp3 ﬁeld stores the audio ﬁle location, where as
the poster ﬁeld stores the image location for the holding graphic, displayed in the web
player.





Programme Properties (Listing 4.2) Similar to the metadata stored within an
mp3 ﬁle, the programme object holds the metadata of the programme as a whole.
It includes broadcast start and end date and time, series information and episode
information, which is populated from the station’s scheduling system.
Listing 4.2 Catchup Audio JSON File - Programme Properties
1 "programme": {
2 "broadcastStart": 1490881500.0 ,
3 "broadcastEnd": 1490883300.0 ,
4 "seriesName": "Reverb",
5 "presenters": "Dean Breed",
6 "episodeName": "Fall Out Boy Special",
7 "description": "Dean goes back through the years with his
favourite band, Fall Out Boy."
8 }
Plugins (Listing 4.3) Segments are stored as an array within the plugins object.
This structure and format follows Popcorn.js. A simple built-in function takes JSON
data and loads it into the event-driven audio player. Following the same schema means
little to no conversion is necessary by the web player.
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This chapter began by discussing a development methodology and went on to deﬁning
the system architecture and data schema. Relevant software libraries were also found
and a suitable web player interface has been designed. In the chapter that follows we
present the developed system, which has been built using these resources.
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So far this dissertation has researched and designed a system to segment and display
a segmented radio programme. This chapter will now take a detailed look at the im-
plementation of said system. Although development followed an iterative approach,
details of each iteration will not be discussed, allowing the focus to be on the ﬁnal so-
lution and challenges faced during implementation. The chapter will follow the system
architecture, deﬁned in section 4.2, starting at the Event Collection stage and moving
towards the Show Web Player stage.
5.1 Event Collection
The event collection stage (Fig. 5.1) is made up a number of components, each collecting
diﬀerent types of studio events. Each collector must be speciﬁc to the studio and setup
to interface with the existing equipment. This project is using the University Radio
Bath (URB) studios and focussing on two main collection processes; playout system
audio and mic live detection.
Fig. 5.1 System Architecture - Event Collection
5.1.1 Playout System Audio Collection
Technology has come along way since Vinyls and CDs were used to play audio on-air.
Today the playout system is the core of a radio station and is usually made up of a
number of computers, databases and ﬁleservers. The system stores the station’s music,
adverts, jingles and any other pre-produced audio. In eﬀect the system is responsible
for all content broadcast, except live speech. A playout computer is ﬁtted in each studio
and gives the presenter access and control of this content, allowing them to cue and play
audio at the touch of a button. URB uses a leading industry playout system - Myriad
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Playout1. In order to understand how this content can be detected, it is important to
understand how a presenter would operate the playout system.
Fig. 5.2 Myriad Playout - Item Metadata Fig. 5.3 Myriad Playout - Play Item
Firstly, audio must be added to the playout system. Although audio will be added by
diﬀerent teams, such as music by the music team and adverts by the marketing team,
it is pooled into one repository and tagged (Fig. 5.2) accordingly to its content and
purpose. This information is stored within a database and used when searching or
playing content. Once audio has been added, a log is built (Fig. 5.4) which contains
all the audio that will be played out during the show. Each log item’s metadata, added
when the audio is ﬁrst imported into the playout system, is then displayed within the
log to give the presenter context. During the show, the presenter simply presses the
play button (Fig. 5.3) on the computer and the audio will start playing.
Fig. 5.4 Myriad Playout - Log









Artist Name Item Title
...
42775 47851.508 256.59766 7 Ed Sheeran Castle On The Hill
42775 48108.105 2.3554688 3 Sweeper Sweep - Spring King You’re
Listening
42775 48110.46 222.94922 7 Bruno Mars 24K Magic
42775 48333.41 3.8867188 3 Stabs Stab - You’re Listening to
UniRadioBath.mp3





Myriad Playout is intelligent and oﬀers a number of useful features, such as generating
now/next information to an online stream. The event collector must capture when
certain audio content is played, such as songs, and log the start and end time. After
careful analysis of the playout software, it was discovered that show logs are stored
within a database to enable the software to record when and how much of the content
was played (Table 5.1). The log table has a large number of columns, however most
of them are not relevant as they contain empty ﬁelds. The item type ﬁeld is used as
a ﬁlter, ensuring only music (7) and advert (4) items are processed. The other items,
such as a stab (3), do not constitute as a segment so are ignored.
5.1.2 Mic Live Collection
Whenever a presenter goes live on air, from the radio studio, they must turn the
microphone on. A fader on the mixing desk in the studio (Fig. 5.5) operates each
microphone. When the fader is faded up, the mixing desk puts the microphone on
air and emits a signal which in turn activates the mic live light (Fig. 5.6). This light
is traditionally used to warn presenters and guests when the microphone is live and
consequently is only turned on when a presenter intends to talk on air. Therefore, if we
capture and log the signal being detected, we have a record of the microphones going
live and hence can reasonably detect a speech segment.
Fig. 5.5 URB - Studio Mixing Desk Fig. 5.6 URB - Studio Mic Live Light
To capture the signal, a Raspberry Pi 2 Model B was used for this project. The
Raspberry Pi is suitable as it is a low power, reliable and inexpensive micro-computer
designed for simple tasks. The Pi runs Raspbian (Debian based OS), has network
connectivity (using an Ethernet port) and is capable of interfacing with physical inputs
through the bi-directional I/O pins. Using a simple electrical circuit and a voltage
regulator (Fig. 5.7) the mic live signal emitted from the mixer (12V) is converted into
a signal supported by the Raspberry Pi (3.3V). A Python script (Listing. 5.1), running
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on the Pi, assigns an event handler to the GPIO port which ﬁres every time a change
in signal is detected, i.e. when the microphone is turned on or oﬀ. The event function
assigned then logs the timestamp and event type (mic on or oﬀ) to the database.
Listing 5.1 Raspberry Pi - Mic Live Signal Handler
1 GPIO. setmode (GPIO.BCM)
2 GPIO. setup ( event_pin , GPIO. IN , pull_up_down=GPIO.PUD_DOWN)
3 GPIO. add_event_detect ( event_pin , GPIO.BOTH, ca l lback=event_detected ,
bouncetime=event_wait )
4
5 def event_detected ( channel ) :
6 s t a t e = GPIO. input ( channel )
7 timestamp = int ( time . time ( ) )
8
9 i f s t a t e and channel i s event_pin :
10 mic_live_active ( timestamp )
11 e l i f not s ta t e and channel i s event_pin :
12 mic_live_not_active ( timestamp )
13 e l s e :
14 pass
Fig. 5.7 Mic Live Event Collector - Circuit Diagram
While capturing the mic live event is crucial in order to detect a speech segment, it does
not provide the full picture. This method, unlike the playout system audio collection,
does not provide any segment metadata as only a segment start and end can be given.
Instead the contents of a speech segment must be determined through other means, such
as using speech recognition and keyword extraction. However these are not without
challenges, during speech segments presenters often speak over songs and beds2 leading
to diﬃculties with speech recognition when analysing the combined station output. To
overcome this, the microphone audio channel had to be analysed separately.




On splitting the microphone channel an audio feed could be run directly to the Rasp-
berry Pi’s 3.5mm audio input without aﬀecting the existing studio infrastructure. Using
this input the microphones could then be recorded on the Pi in isolation. Unfortu-
nately due to the nature of the studio architecture, the three microphones could not
be recorded individually but only collectively. While recognition did improve by re-
moving songs and beds, with multiple presenters talking at once it remains diﬃcult to
transcribe. Furthermore, modifying the Python GPIO event handler enabled the start
and stop recording to be automated every time the microphone was turned on or oﬀ.
To ensure performance is not compromised logging the mic live events, further pro-
cessing is passed oﬀ to another server. The Pi’s ﬁnal task after logging and recording
the microphones, is to move the recording to the back-end server where it is stored for
analysis. The audio ﬁle is then removed from the Pi to ensure there is space for future
recordings.
Stage 1, Event Collection, leaves studio events logged in the database and microphone
recordings stored ready for recognition on the back-end server. To capture these events
the collectors must be running constantly. Therefore, much care and attention has been
taken to ensure reliability and improve error handling. Should an error occur, log ﬁles
are generated for manual inspection and cron jobs (ie. scheduled tasks) monitoring the
event collectors will restart the process.
5.2 Segment Analysis
Fig. 5.8 System Architecture - Segmentation Analysis
Stage 2 (Fig. 5.8) performs logic on the events, which are detected in stage 1, and
generates segments with relevant metadata. Whereas stage 1 must be running con-
stantly to detect studio events, stage 2 has a diﬀerent process. The nature of collating
events and analysing them together to form segments, means it makes sense to batch
process at the end of a show. Requirement D.6 states that segments should be pro-
cessed and available within 1.5x the programme’s duration. Consideration must be




The original architecture deﬁned the segmentation engine component, to process events
and output segments to another database. Whereas the RadioCatchup export compo-
nent would extract the data and pass it on in a suitable form alongside the programme
metadata and audio recording. However, during implementation this approach seemed
unnecessarily complex. Instead for this project, the segmentation engine takes the
events, analyses them and is responsible for exportation to the front-end server for
the web player. This simpliﬁes the process and results in a Python script responsible
for the whole stage. Any modiﬁcation, such as on-boarding a new event collector or
third-party information supplier, the script can be re-run and consequently update the
audio and JSON ﬁles, without having to edit the segment information in the database
or call a separate component to export.
The Python script (Appendix E.2) requires three arguments: programme start, pro-
gramme end and ﬁlename. Using these arguments the script will build a segmented
show JSON ﬁle and retrieve the audio for the given start and end times, following the
steps below:
1. Programme information is retrieved from the URB database
2. Show audio recording is downloaded from URB system
3. Programme data is generated
4. Media data is generated
5. Segment data is generated
6. Data is exported and saved to a JSON ﬁle
5.2.1 Station Data Retrieval
Steps 1 and 2 interface with the station’s scheduling and audio logging systems, respec-
tively. Using the start and end time the scheduling database is queried for programmes
scheduled on-air. If more than one result is returned then it is possible the timings may
cross multiple shows, or there is a scheduling error. In either case a warning is ﬂagged,
but the ﬁrst programme is used. A more thorough implementation might handle the
case of multiple shows, however as this script is run automatically after a programme
using its schedule start and end time, this case should never happen. Retrieving the
show recording is relatively simple using a HTTP request to the logging server.
Once the audio and programme information has been retrieved, steps 3 and 4 store it
in an array with a similar structure to the JSON schema deﬁned in section 4.5. The
array is later passed onto step 6 for the JSON ﬁle.
5.2.2 Segmentation Engine
Step 5, segment generation, is the crux of this project. Each segment type, with the
exception of music and adverts, will be generated diﬀerently and based on diﬀerent
events. Therefore, as demonstrated in listing 5.2, separate functions are called.
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Listing 5.2 Segment Data Generation - Python Function
1 def generate_segment_data ( start_date , end_date ) :
2 segments = [ ]
3
4 speech_segments = mic_l ive_retr iever . retr ieve_segments ( start_date ,
end_date )
5 segments . extend ( speech_segments )
6 # playout_audio_segments inc ludes music and advert segments
7 playout_audio_segments = play_log_retr iever . retr ieve_segments ( start_date
, end_date )
8 segments . extend ( playout_audio_segments )
9
10 # Sorts the segments based on th e i r s t a r t time





The play_log_retriever module accesses the playout system and gets the audio type,
start time and played length, as described in section 5.1.1. These results are parsed and
depending on the audio type, are passed to a speciﬁc function to construct the segment.
Listing 5.3 gives an abridged view of the music segment function. It was observed that
the segment start and end did not match the audio, thus it was necessary to introduce
an oﬀset variable. After some testing it was found that using a seven second delay, i.e.
adding seven seconds to the play log start time, re-aligned the segments with the audio.
The delay is likely caused by unsynchronised clocks and the station’s transmission chain.
As per the schema speciﬁcation, the music segment metadata is added to the JavaScript
options object and is later returned through the segment object.
Listing 5.3 Play Log Retriever - generate_music_segment(...)
1 def __generate_music_segment ( s tar t , length , end , intro_end , a r t i s t , song ,
genre , notes , start_programme_datetime , end_programme_datetime ) :
2
3 s t a r t = s t a r t + timedelta ( seconds=log_time_offset )
4 end = end + timedelta ( seconds=log_time_offset )
5
6 # JSON DATA SCHEMA FORMAT
7 opt ions = d i c t ( )
8 opt ions [ ” t i t l e ” ] = a r t i s t
9 opt ions [ ” s ub t i t l e ” ] = song
10 . . .
11 opt ions [ ” s t a r t ” ] = ( s t a r t − start_programme_datetime ) . seconds
12 opt ions [ ”end” ] = ( end − start_programme_datetime ) . seconds
13 opt ions [ ” type” ] = ”music”
14 opt ions [ ’ d i sp layPic ture ’ ] = spot i fy_informat ion . get_album_artwork ( a r t i s t
, song )





The mic_live_retriever module is similar to the previously described play log function,
except that it must associate two events together, mic on and mic oﬀ, to produce a
segment. The mic live events are read chronologically with a mic on event and mic
oﬀ event setting the speech segments start and end time, respectively. Although this
segment now describes the period of the microphone being on, it does not necessarily
refer to when a presenter is speaking. Often to prepare for their live broadcast, pre-
senters turn on the microphone several seconds before talking. Further development
could determine this by analysing the microphone levels in the recordings from stage
1 (Section 5.1.2), however pinpoint accuracy of segments was not a priority for this
project. Once a start and end time is attributed to a segment, additional metadata is
added (Listing 5.4). Interestingly, unlike the music segments, the speech segments did
not require any timing delay between show recording and event timestamp.
Listing 5.4 Mic Live Retriever - generate_speech_segment(...)
1 def __generate_speech_segment ( s tar t , end , start_programme_datetime , keywords
) :
2 opt ions = d i c t ( )
3 opt ions [ ” t i t l e ” ] = ”Presenter Link”
4 opt ions [ ” s ub t i t l e ” ] = ””
5 . . .
6 opt ions [ ”displayKeywords ” ] = __get_speech_keywords ( time .mktime( s t a r t .
t imetuple ( ) ) , keywords )
7 opt ions [ ” s t a r t ” ] = ( s t a r t − start_programme_datetime ) . seconds
8 opt ions [ ”end” ] = ( end − start_programme_datetime ) . seconds
9 opt ions [ ” type” ] = ” speech ”




Segmentation alone is not enough to provide semantic understanding, often supple-
mentary information is needed. Take a ﬁlesystem for example, locating a pdf or image
ﬁle is useful, but unless you open the ﬁle or remember what is stored at that location
you cannot not know what the ﬁle contains. Although artist and song information
could be extracted from the playout software for music segments, other information
could not, as a result information suppliers were introduced. The suppliers connect
to third-party services and provide additional information about the segments, such as
album artwork for songs or associated news articles for news segments. As previously
discussed (section 4.3.2), using third-party services reduces our complexity cost and
likely leads to better results than implementing it ourselves.
Spotify3 is a popular music streaming service with a large music catalog that is search-




log, Spotify returns a number of matching songs ordered by search relevance. Therefore,
selecting the ﬁrst result is usually appropriate. The vast amount of information about
individual songs that Spotify holds is accessible through the API. Currently only al-
bum artwork url is extracted, yet further development could extract information such
as artist proﬁles or release dates, which could be interesting for listeners using the web
player.
On the other hand, context for speech segments are diﬃcult to provide. There is no title
or artist information to collect, only a start and end timestamp. In stage 1 (Section
5.1.2) the microphones were recorded and the audio sent to the back-end server for
analysis. Next, using speech recognition services, such as Google Speech Recognition4,
it was possible to transcribe the speech within a segment. Further to this, natural
language processing was applied to extract keywords in order to provide some context
to the speech segment. Listing 5.5 highlights the keyword extraction function. Simply
put, a term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) strategy was applied, using
previous transcripts as a corpus. This strategy resulted in each keyword being scored;
the higher the score the higher the relevance of the keyword. The Python libraries
TextBlob and NLTK were used to perform natural language processing on the speech
segment transcripts.
Listing 5.5 Text to keywords function
1 def __text_to_keywords ( t r an s c r i p t_ f i l e , t ransc r ip t_l ib rary , l i b ra ry_s i z e ) :
2 pr int ( ”TextToKeywords . py : Extract ing keywords from − ” +
t r an s c r i p t_ f i l e )
3 r ecent_transc r ip t s = __generate_recent_transcript_library (
t r an s c r i p t_ f i l e , t ransc r ip t_l ib rary , l i b ra ry_s i z e )
4 t ranscr ipt_text = tb (__get_text ( t r a n s c r i p t_ f i l e ) )
5
6 pr int ( ”TextToKeywords . py : Scor ing words − ” + t r an s c r i p t_ f i l e )
7 s co r e s = {word : __tfidf (word , transcr ipt_text , r ecent_transc r ip t s ) f o r
word in transcr ipt_text . noun_phrases i f word not in stopwords . words ( ’
eng l i sh ’ ) }
8 sorted_words = sorted ( s co r e s . items ( ) , key=lambda x : x [ 1 ] , r eve r s e=True )
9
10 f o r word , score in sorted_words [ : 5 ] :
11 pr int ( ”Word : {} , TF−IDF : {}” . format (word , round ( score , 5) ) )
12
13 return sorted_words
As an information supplier, the architecture positions the speech-keyword extraction
process during the segment analysis stage. However it was found that this process had a
signiﬁcant runtime overhead. As a result, the speech-keyword extraction process begins
immediately after the microphone recording has been moved to the server. At the end
of the process, the keywords are exported to a database where they are retrieved during
the generate_speech_segment function (listing 5.4). Only the top 5 keywords, based
on the TF-IDF score, are included and stored within the ‘displayKeywords’ variable.
4Google Speech Recognition: https://cloud.google.com/speech/
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5.2.3 Data and Audio Export
Finally, the segments are sorted into ascending order of start times. This ensures
when the segments are exported into JSON and read by the web player they will be
displayed in chronological order. The segments array object is returned to the main
function which passes the object along with the program and media data, from steps 3
and 4, to the JSON dump function. This function then writes the data to a JSON ﬁle
in a given directory. The JSON ﬁle stores the location to the downloaded audio, thus
there is no requirement for the JSON and audio to be located in the same directory.
Nonetheless the web player reads both ﬁles, therefore they must be stored in a publicly
accessible ﬁlestore.
5.3 Web Player
Fig. 5.9 System Architecture - Web Player
The last stage (Fig 5.3) is a web player which plays the audio and visualises the segments
which were extracted in the previous stage. The web player is built using the latest
web technologies: HTML5, JavaScript and CSS. Although Adobe Flash was previously
popular for media players, now. A number of mobile devices do not support ﬂash
and the ones that do suﬀer from performance issues. As a result, this project will use
HTML5 and JavaScript instead. There exists a plethora of media players available,
however as discussed in section 4.3.2 this project uses jPlayer and Popcorn.js.
5.3.1 Media Player
The most important functionality of the web player (Fig. 5.10) is the ability to listen to
programmes. HTML5 provides built-in support to play audio, however the functionality
is relatively basic and any advanced functionality requires interfacing directly with the
browsers. jPlayer removes this complexity and instead provides a simple API to load
and play media content. One of the main advantages this library oﬀers is the ability
to skin and customise the player interface.
The ﬁrst challenge was implementing the design, discussed in section 4.4, using the
jPlayer media library and integrating University Radio Bath’s branding. Although the
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wireframes had shown volume and full screen controls, these were not implemented.
Alternatively, audio rewind/skip buttons were introduced as research found that it
was diﬃcult to precisely navigate using the seek bar for long duration media. This
problem would have been exacerbated on mobile devices where the seek bar is smaller
and therefore harder to move. The new audio controls, a simple ±15 seconds option
shown in the bottom right of ﬁgure 5.10, mitigate this.
Fig. 5.10 Web Player - Initial Design
Utilising Popcorn.js events were added to the jPlayer media. Originally this library
was designed to display subtitles or particular content at a given point in the media.
However its rich plugin architecture allows for developers to build their own function-
ality into it. This project takes advantage of this by developing a custom ‘segment’
plugin for the purpose of displaying segments interactively. This is achieved using three
diﬀerent UI components on the player: progress bar, current segment, and timeline.
The plugin runs on page load for setup, but also on the segment start and end, which
allows the interface to the current playing segment to be dynamically updated.
Listing 5.6 Web Player - Setup Player (JavaScript)
1 $ (document ) . ready ( funct ion ( ) {
2 player = setupCatchupPlayer ( ”#jquery_jplayer_1” , ” t imel ine−conta iner ” , ”
seekbar−conta iner ” , ”data/shows/grace . j son ” , {}) ;
3 }) ;
On page load, the setupCatchupPlayer(...) function is called from a script within
the main HTML web page (Listing 5.6). The function takes a number of arguments,
including the HTML id for the player and the JSON ﬁle containing audio and segment
information. The web page contains the basic HTML elements, whereas the content
is customised using the JSON ﬁle. The programme metadata populates the webpage
header, while the media metadata that loads the audio and poster image into jPlayer.
The segments are then passed to Popcorn.js which generates the segment UI elements
and sets up an event handler for when a segment is played (Listing 5.7). The segment
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data, generated in section 5.2, is stored within Popcorn.js event objects so they can
be retrieved for use within other functions. For example, Listing 5.7 is called every
time a segment is played and decides whether it can be played or not. The function
retrieves the disabled & skipItem attribute, which were deﬁned in the JSON ﬁle and
passed through to the options object.
Listing 5.7 Web Player - Segment Start Function (JavaScript)
1 s t a r t : function ( event , opt ions ) {
2 // 1. Check item can be played
3 i f ( opt ions . d i sab led == true | | opt ions . skipItem == true ) {
4 this . currentTime (nextSegmentTime ( this ) ) ;
5 } else {
6 $ ( timelineElement ) . addClass ('segment-playing' ) ;
7 }
8
9 // 2. Update segment sidebar UI
10 refreshSegmentSidebar ( segmentPlayingContainer , opt ions ) ;
11
12 // 3. Update segment timeline UI
13 centreCurrentSegmentTimeline ( timelineElement , t imel ineContainer , opt ions ) ;
14 } ,
5.3.2 Segmented Progress Bar
The progress bar (Fig. 5.11) is an integral part of the player. It displays the current
position of the media and is used to navigate through the content. Previous analysis
of existing systems (Section 3.1.1) found these to be commonly used and beneﬁcial
to listeners. As the progress bar represents the duration of audio, it is possible using
HTML divs to overlay the segments using their start and end timings. On page load
each segment is added to a container segment-container div as a child div element
and given a width and left position according to the segments location within the
programme. The segment divs can be personalised further, such as setting the segment
type as a class to give it speciﬁc styling or using Bootstraps tooltip to display the
segment title on mouse hover over. Most importantly, the segment overlay does not
interfere with the ability to seek using the progress bar. Listing 5.8 is an excerpt of
the segmented progress bar HTML generated on page load, while Figure 5.11 is how it
looks to a user.
Listing 5.8 Web Player - Progress Bar Elements (HTML)
1 <div id=” seekbar−conta iner ” c l a s s=” jp−seek−elements ”>
2 . . .
3 <div id=”SB−segment1491753815487” c l a s s=” jp−seek−element segment−speech ”
data−togg l e=” too l top ” s t y l e=”width : 4.304%; l e f t : 41.711%; ” data−
o r i g i na l − t i t l e=”Presenter Link”></div>
4 <div id=”SB−segment1491753815489” c l a s s=” jp−seek−element segment−music”
data−togg l e=” too l top ” s t y l e=”width : 8.192%; l e f t : 45.794%; ” data−
o r i g i na l − t i t l e=”Prince − Sign O The Times”></div>




Fig. 5.11 Web Player - Segment Seekbar
5.3.3 Segment Timeline
The timeline (Fig. 5.12) displays all the segments for a given show vertically in chrono-
logical order. As a result it can be used to view the contents of a programme and to
navigate quickly to a chosen segment. Similar to the progress bar, the timeline is setup
on page load by adding each segment as an a element to a parent container. However,
the timeline displays more information than the progress bar, which has start time, key-
words and displays a play symbol next to the current playing segment. A JavaScript
onclick() function also allows a user to click a segment to set the audio player to that
position. Listing 5.9 is an excerpt of the timeline HTML generated on page load, while
Figure 5.12 is how it looks to a user.
Listing 5.9 Web Player - Timeline Elements (HTML)
1 <div id=” t imel ine−conta iner ” c l a s s=” t imel ine−conta iner ”>
2 . . .
3 <a id=”TL−segment1491757608630” c l a s s=” l i s t −group−item timel ine−segment
skipped t imel ine−speech ”>
4 <span c l a s s=” t imel ine−display−time”>18 :25 :02</span>
5 <span c l a s s=” t imel ine− t i t l e ”>Presenter Link</span>
6 <span c l a s s=” t imel ine−s ub t i t l e ”>Record Sleeves , Important Year ,
Pro f e s s i on Perceptions , Pops , Br i t s</span>
7 <i c l a s s=” t imel ine−play−i con fa fa−fw”></ i>
8 </a>
9 <a id=”TL−segment1491753815489” c l a s s=” l i s t −group−item timel ine−segment
t imel ine−music”>
10 <span c l a s s=” t imel ine−display−time”>18 :27 :29</span>
11 <span c l a s s=” t imel ine− t i t l e ”>Prince</span>
12 <span c l a s s=” t imel ine−s ub t i t l e ”>Sign O The Times</span>
13 <i c l a s s=” t imel ine−play−i con fa fa−fw”></ i>
14 </a>
15 . . .
16 </div>
5.3.4 Current Playing Segment Sidebar
The current playing segment sidebar is there to display what audio is currently playing
in the web player. Unlike the timeline and progress bar items which are generated
on page load, the sidebar information is generated by the Popcorn.js ‘segment’ plugin,
using the event objects, every time a segment is played. This happens regardless of when
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Fig. 5.12 Web Player - Segment Timeline
Fig. 5.13 Web Player - Segment Timeline (Segment Disabled)
the segment starts playing, whether that is at the beginning or mid way through. The
information displayed will depend on the metadata available for the given segment. For
example, if album artwork has been given, then the URB station logo and background
will be replaced with the artwork. Figure 5.14 displays the sidebar for a given music
segment, whereas Figure 5.15 shows the sidebar for a speech segment.
Fig. 5.14 Web Player - Music Segment Fig. 5.15 Web Player - Speech Segment
UI elements work together to visualise a programme’s segments and provide interac-
tive controls, in order to create an easy to use web player in which content is readily
accessible. Another notable implemented feature is segment rights management; the
web player can disable certain segments if legally they are not allowed to be played.
The segment will appear disabled (Figure 5.13), and any attempt to play it will result
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in the audio skipping to the next ’allowed’ segment. This feature ensures stations can
operate a radio listen again service within the legal boundaries.
Fig. 5.16 Web Player
The web player is presented in full in ﬁgure 5.16. The player’s HTML web page is
included in appendix E.3 and the Popcorn.js ‘segment’ plugin is included in appendix
E.4.
5.4 Summary
This chapter has given an overview of the ﬁnal developed system and discussed the
features implemented. Following the system architecture, deﬁned in section 4.2, the
chapter started by describing the Event Collection stage, highlighting the hardware
to capture studio events and the software to record and store them. Subsequently
the Segmentation Analysis stage was discussed, focussing on the methods to analyse
the previously detected events and generate segments. The section also explained how
data was extracted from the station database and third party information suppliers
to produce segment metadata. Finally, the chapter concluded presenting the Web
Player. The chapter concluded by discussing each component of the web player before
presenting the Web Player in full in in ﬁgure 5.16.
To experience the web player, it is available online: http://radio.chris.io.
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Having discussed the implementation, the next chapter evaluates the system which
was produced. Although some formative evaluation has been carried out throughout
the design and implementation stage, many of the recommendations were not able to
be made due to insuﬃcient resources at the time. Instead, two diﬀerent summative
methods proposed by Baxter et al. [73] will be evaluated. One will follow a criteria
based assessment, where the system produced will be compared against the system
requirements written in Section 3.1. The second method is a tutorial-based approach
and involves conducting a user experiment to compare and contrast user behaviour
between an existing web player and the newly developed web player.
6.1 Requirements Evaluation
Following a criteria based assessment, the system was analysed using requirements
as the criteria. This was felt appropriate given the short nature of this project and
the lack of resources to follow the full assessment criteria. The requirements were
originally devised through numerous methods, with the aim to build an interactive
radio listen again service that would provide listeners with the ability to locate and
listen to speciﬁc content. Arguably this means if the requirements are satisﬁed, then
the developed system should achieve its aim. Each requirement was asked “Was it
implemented? Provide supporting comments if warranted.” Appendix C contains the
full analysis, but the following section will summarise the ﬁndings.
Table 6.1 lists the number of high, medium and low requirements and how many of
them were successfully implemented. 80% of requirements were implemented, all high
and medium priority requirements were met. Three requirements that were not met










Table 6.1 Requirements Evaluation - Requirements Implemented
6.1.1 RadioCatchup Management System
The station management system was included as a requirement to ﬁx and improve the
output of the automated segmentation process (D.4). During initial testing, it was
found that segment recognition was very accurate and satisﬁed the 90% data integrity
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requirement (Req. D.7). However, it was soon apparent that some of the segment
metadata produced was not always accurate, especially the speech topic detection. At
times, when the system was tested in situ in the radio studio, the metadata had to
be manually edited. As there was no management system implemented, this required
editing the raw data within the database and JSON ﬁles.
The lack of a suitable management system does raise concerns. Stations are less likely to
implement and use this segmented system if they do not have control over the segments
and metadata that is displayed in the player. This evaluation has identiﬁed that the
initial requirement (D.4) should have been given a higher priority, which would have
ensured resources were allocated to implementing this management system.
6.1.2 Segment Ranking & Podcast Generator
Although these were two separate requirements (Req. D.2.4 & D.3), the podcast gen-
erator was dependent on segment ranking. The podcast generator had been planned to
export the top n segments and combine them into a single audio ﬁle, but unfortunately
segment ranking was found to be more challenging than expected. Analysis in Section
3.1.1 identiﬁed a simple trend for speech segments, the longer the duration the more
likely it would be a ‘best bit’ and included in highlights or podcasts. However, this
alone was not enough to develop an accurate ranking system. This feature was there-
fore halted, but it still has potential and could be implemented in a future product
cycle. The omission of these features was not detriment to the developed system.
6.1.3 Summary
Overall the system produced has satisﬁed the majority of the requirements and impor-
tantly met all the high and medium requirements. The pitfall of this project is the
lack of a management system, to enable stations to have control over the segments and
metadata produced and displayed within the web player. Although this had not been
implemented due to constraints and the requirement’s priority, this has highlighted
that potentially a stronger requirements analysis could have been employed during the
requirements stage of the project.
6.2 Empirical Evaluation
Evaluating how successful the solution is based on requirements implemented can only
reveal so much. Already we have found the initial requirements were not faultless, thus
a second evaluation method follows. Using a tutorial-based assessment [73] a pragmatic
evaluation of the usability of the system was possible. As the majority of the system
is automated and has little user interaction, this evaluation concentrated on the web
player.
6.2.1 Introduction
A user study was conducted to evaluate the performance of the web player, inspired by
Carlier et al. [69] and Schoeﬀmann and Boeszoermenyi [74]. In this study the newly
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developed web player’s performance was compared to a standard web player. To ensure
a fair test was conducted, the standard player used the same interface as the new player,
however several UI elements that displayed segments were disabled (segmented seekbar,
timeline and current segment). This made the standard player look and work similar to
the industry web players which were analysed in section 3.1.1. Participants were given
a number of tasks, to locate content within a radio programme and they were timed
on how long it took them. Each participant was given the opportunity to use both the
segmented web player and the non-segmented player. The full experiment is detailed
below, however ﬁrst it is important to state our expectations and what this project’s
hypotheses were.
6.2.2 Hypotheses
Following on from the research questions, derived in section 1.3, a hypothesis-driven
experiment was deﬁned. The aim was to prove or disprove the following hypotheses:
HT.1 The segmented web player will be quicker to locate speciﬁc content than the
non-segmented web player.
HT.2 The longer the programme duration, the longer it will take to locate speciﬁc
content within it.
HT.3 Users prefer using the segmented web player rather than the non-segmented
web player.
The hypotheses will be tested by collecting relevant and reliable data during a user
experiment with feedback through questionnaires. The ﬁrst two hypotheses will be
measured based on time taken to complete a task, whereas the third hypothesis will be
measured by a system usability scale (SUS) [75]. Feedback received in the question-




Ten undergraduates (7 males and 3 females) studying various degrees at the University
of Bath were recruited through adverts in the Computer Science and University Radio
Bath members Facebook group. The participants mean age was 21.7 years and ranged
from 21 to 23. Participation in this study was on a voluntary basis and no compensation
was oﬀered. All participants were naive to the purpose of the experiment.
Apparatus
An experiment web app was developed to guide participants through the experiment,
reducing the need for interrupting the participant with verbal instructions. The web
app was setup for a given participant and took them through the experiment task by
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task, pausing for questionnaires between players. During each task the app displayed
the relevant web player and collected usage information while recording the time taken
to complete the task (Figure 6.1). This information was then uploaded and stored
conﬁdentially in a Google Form. The app had no impact on web player user interaction
or performance. The web app was run on a computer that each participant was provided
with and a pair of headphones was oﬀered to listen to the audio content.
Fig. 6.1 Experiment - Web App
Materials
Consent Forms and Experiment Guide - Informed consent forms (Appendix D.1) were
used containing information about the experiment and how it would be run. There was
also a section for participants to state any requests they have for the experiment and
reminded them they may withdraw from the study at any point. Furthermore a how-to
guide was provided (Appendix D.2), to give participants exact instructions on how to
use the evaluation web app and complete each task, however it did not give details on
how to use the web player or where the content may be located.
Web Player Design - Two web players were used: the project’s segmented player, and
a control player with the segmentation function disabled to emulate a standard player.
The reason for using the same player, just with the segmentation functionality disabled,
was that it ensured any ﬁndings could be attributed to segmentation, rather than a
change of design.
Radio Programmes and Content to Locate - The tasks (Appendix D.3) required partic-
ipants to locate content within a number of radio programmes. The experiment used
content from specialist music and entertainment programmes broadcast on University
Radio Bath. The shows chosen for the tasks were decided based on station scheduling;
only shows that had been broadcast after the segmentation system had been deployed
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were able to be used. Six shows from this list were used and permission was speciﬁcally
sought from the production teams of these shows. All shows agreed the recordings may
be used for the experiments. The content that each task asked participants to locate
was determined so that there would be an even split across the programme, some con-
tent in the ﬁrst half and others in the second half. The content was also picked to be
unambiguous, so that it is clear to participants listening which part of the programme
the task is referring to.
Web Player Questionnaire - The web player response questionnaire, hosted on a Google
Form, (Appendix D.4) consisted of a system usability scale (SUS), a simple ten-item
scale giving a quantititive view of subjective assessments of usability. Derived from
Brooke et al. [75], eight out of the original ten of questions were included and asked
on the questionnaire, with two additional questions (Q9 & Q10) used to evaluate the
speciﬁc segmented nature of the web player. A free-text box was given at the end of
the questionnaire to capture comments about the player.
Final Questionnaire - Another Google Form questionnaire was given to participants
(Appendix D.5) which they responded to regarding their web player preferences, re-
liance on segment metadata and thoughts on future development possibilities.
Design
A within groups design was used to evaluate the web players. There were two indepen-
dent variables (the web player used and the programme duration) and two dependent
measures (the time taken by the participant to locate a speciﬁc piece of content and
the SUS usability scale). However, it is important to note the dependent usability scale
measure is only recorded against one independent variable. The SUS scale is measured
within a questionnaire that is only given once per design, not after each task. As
there were two diﬀerent web player designs and we were conducting a within groups
experiment, counterbalancing was required. Each participant was randomly allocated
to either group one or group two. Group one used the non-segmented design for the
ﬁrst three tasks and the segmented design for the last three tasks, whereas group two
used the segmented design for the ﬁrst three tasks and the non-segmented design for
the last three tasks. The experiment workﬂow is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The task
order was not changed.
Two statistical tests were used: a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and aWilcoxon
signed rank test. The two-way ANOVA examines the inﬂuence of the two independent
variables on the continuous dependent variable, time taken to locate content. As men-
tioned, it would not be suitable to include the SUS usability scale in this statistical
analysis as it was not inﬂuenced by the task’s programme duration. Therefore, the non-
parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test was used. We compared the two usability scores
between participants and assessed whether their mean ranks diﬀered. The rejection
level for both statistical tests was set at p = .05.
Finally qualitative data was collected through the free-text ﬁelds on the questionnaires,
the evaluator’s observations, and the verbal debrief at the end of the experiment with
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Fig. 6.2 Experiment - Workﬂow
the participant. Thematic analysis, devised by Braun and Clarke [76], was utilised to
highlight patterns and identify “themes” from the qualitative data. For this analysis a
‘bottom up’ approach was followed, meaning that rather than looking for evidence of
themes determined at the start, related points were sought out in order to make these
the themes found.
Procedure
The experiment took place under lab conditions within a room that was reasonably
distraction-free. Participants were ﬁrst briefed on the nature of the experiment, high-
lighting there will be six tasks to complete and 3 questionnaires to ﬁll in; one after each
design and one at the end. After the brief, participants were given a consent form and
asked to read and sign it. The participants were then given a computer and headphones
to use. The computer had a desktop screen recorder recording and the evaluation web
app ready to go with the relevant task and web player open, depending on the par-
ticipant’s experiment group. Figure 6.3 illustrates the experiment workstation setup,
showing a participant, computer, headphones and materials needed to complete the
experiment.
The evaluator then took a step back and left the participant to read the full task brief.
Once they had read it, they were ready to proceed and the participant clicked the
‘Start Task’ button. During each task the evaluator made a note of the search strategy
employed by each participant and any other interesting observations. The participant
had 5 minutes to complete each task. Each task was completed by the participant
clicking ‘Finish: Content Located’ and the evaluation app then led the participant to
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Fig. 6.3 Experiment - Workstation Setup
the next task brief. If participants went over 5 minutes, the evaluator was required to
step in and manually move the participant to the next task. The same process was
followed again in the next task, with the evaluator overseeing and taking notes, but
most importantly not interrupting or distracting the participant. After the third task
the participant was required to complete the ‘Web Player Questionnaire’. There was
no action for the evaluator during the questionnaire.
After the questionnaire, another three tasks were completed by the participant with
the other design. The process was identical to the ﬁrst three tasks, with the evalua-
tor app leading the participant through and the evaluator noting down observations.
Finally after the second set of three tasks, the ‘Web Player Questionnaire’ and ‘Final
Questionnaire’ were completed by the participant. Again, no action was required by
the evaluator during the questionnaires. After completing the tasks and questionnaires,
the participants were debriefed and asked for verbal feedback on the web players they
used and the tasks they had just completed. They were also given given a chance to
ask any ﬁnal questions.
6.2.4 Results
The user study revealed a number of interesting ﬁndings. The raw task results and
questionnaire responses can be found in Appendix D.7, however this section will brieﬂy
highlight the ﬁndings and results from the tasks, statistical analysis and qualitative
data. The statistical analysis aims to prove or disprove our hypotheses, deﬁned in
section 6.2.2.
Results Adjustment
All 10 participants attempted six tasks and three surveys, however ﬁve tasks were not
completed within the allotted ﬁve minutes and 1 task was done incorrectly. All surveys
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were correctly ﬁlled in. It was decided that participants who did not complete the task
within 5 minutes, would have their time capped at 5 minutes. Although arguably this
may make the task seem easier, as the results appear that a participant can complete
it within 5 minutes, it was felt that the maximum score would already penalise the
task enough. Whereas, had the results been invalidated, then the mean score would
be lower and that would be indicative that the task was easier, even though many
participants could not complete it. In the case of this experiment, all ﬁve overrun tasks
were on Design A with a sixty minute programme (task three or task six, depending
on experiment group).
Table 6.2 Participant 3 - Adjusted Task Result
Task Participant Score Mean Diﬀerence
Player A - 10 Mins 64 73 0.88
Player A - 60 Mins 132 238 0.55
Average Diﬀerence 0.71
Correcting for the incorrect task was more complicated. The task was incorrectly done,
using Design A with the 60 minute programme, by Participant 3. With a counterbal-
anced sample, excluding the incorrect task score would result in the exclusion of the
participant and this in turn would require a counterbalancing participant’s data re-
moved as well. Following this action would result in 20% of the collected data being
removed for a single datapoint (1.6% of the task completion time data) being incorrect.
It would also require a process to decide which counterbalancing participant would be
removed and this was thought to be more problematic than the erroneous result. To
overcome this issue it was decided to analyse the participant’s other task results. Table
6.2 shows the participants average diﬀerence from the mean during both successfully
completed tasks using design A (non-segmented player). The average diﬀerence of 0.71
can be applied to design A 60 minute programme task: to give the participants adjusted
task completion time = 102 × 0.71 = 73.
Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2
HT.1 The segmented web player will be quicker to locate speciﬁc content than the
non-segmented web player.
HT.2 The longer the programme duration, the longer it will take to locate speciﬁc
content within it.
With the adjusted participant score, Figure 6.4 illustrates the mean time, taken by
each experiment group and overall group, to complete the tasks. Trend lines have been
added to interpolate between the set of known task completion time values. The graph
shows that the segmented player was faster to locate content than the non-segmented
player. In addition it illustrates the seemingly exponential trend between time to locate




A two way 2 (web player design: segmented or non-segmented) × 3 (programme dura-
tion: 10 mins vs. 30 mins vs. 60 mins) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on
the task completion time. This revealed a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of web player design,
𝐹1,9 = 125.0, 𝑝 < .001, indicating that the task completion time was signiﬁcantly higher
when using the non-segmented player (𝑀 = 136.9, 𝑆𝐷 = 9.70) over the segmented
player (𝑀 = 40.33, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.49).
There was also a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of programme duration, 𝐹1,9 = 26.60, 𝑝 < .001,
indicating that task competition time was statistically higher the longer the programme
duration, 60 minute programme (𝑀 = 137.9, 𝑆𝐷 = 14.5) vs. 10 minute programme
(𝑀 = 58.15, 𝑆𝐷 = 4.61).
The web player design × programme duration interaction was also statistically signiﬁ-
cant, 𝐹1,9 = 30.43, 𝑝 < .001, indicating that the diﬀerence in task completion time due
to programme duration was present in the non-segmented design but not the segmented
design.
All three eﬀects were statistically signiﬁcant at the .05 signiﬁcance level and Figure
6.4 supports these ﬁndings. Therefore it is suﬃcient to say that Hypothesis HT.1 and
HT.2 have been supported. The full statistical analysis can be found in appendix D.7.2
Fig. 6.4 Time taken to locate a speciﬁc speech segment compared with




HT.3 Users prefer using the segmented web player rather than the non-segmented
web player.
At the end of the three tasks for each design, participants were asked to ﬁll out a
questionnaire with some standardised questions, following the System Usability Score
(SUS) [75]. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that using a segmented web player
(𝑀 = 90.8, 𝑆𝐷 = 4.02) elicited a statistically signiﬁcant improvement in usability
scores, 𝑍 = −2.807, 𝑝 = 0.005, over the non-segmented web player (𝑀 = 63.2, 𝑆𝐷 =
13.5). This is suﬃcient to say that Hypothesis HT.3 has been proved. Full results can
be found in appendix D.6.2 & D.7.3.
Questionnaires & Thematic Analysis
Participants responded to a total of three questionnaires, based on segmented player,
non-segmented player and ﬁnal thoughts. The responses can be found in Appendix
D.6. All participants indicated that they preferred the segmented player, when asked
“Which web player would you rather use?” A follow on qualitative question asked why
they had made that choice, using these results with thematic analysis the trends were
identiﬁed. The themes identiﬁed were ‘easy to use’, ‘breakdown of show content’ and
‘new listening potentials’.
Easy to Use - An overwhelming number of responses described the player as being “easy
to learn and understand functionality”. The speciﬁc functionality mode participants
were referring to was the ability to ﬁnd and skip speciﬁc segments. Participant 1
stated that it was “so much easier to know where talk segments started/ended without
skipping through the songs”.
Breakdown of Show Content - Many participants found the web player’s breakdown of
show content to be extremely valuable. Participant 4 “prefered design B [segmented web
player] because it meant that [they] could see what [they were] looking for and where
it came in the programme relative to other segments”. Other participants valued the
breakdown as made the searching for content extremely quick, removing the guesswork.
New Listening Potential - This theme encapsulates a number of the participants’ re-
sponses where they indicated they would be able to listen to radio programmes in new
ways, with this web player. Participant 7 was excited by the potential that this could be
a music discovery tool, whereas participant 8 would use it to test the show by “ﬂick[ing]
through a show to see if it is worth listening to the whole thing or not”. A common
point made though was the ability to jump and skip irrelevant or uninteresting parts.
These results and the ﬁndings from the requirements evaluation will be discussed in
the following section. The ‘Future Development’ questions and responses, put to par-




During the experiments, evaluators monitored participants, watching how they used
the player and noting search strategies employed to locate the content. Participants
generally ﬁtted into one of two categories; a slow methodical user, and a fast impatient
user. The former tended to go through the programme in chronological order until
the segment was located, while the latter would skip randomly until the segment is
detected. No correlation was found between the search strategy used and the time
taken to locate content.
6.3 Discussion
The requirements evaluation and user experiment have analysed the system developed
and led to numerous ﬁndings which will be discussed in this section. The ﬁndings have
been split into two categories: segmentation process and web player.
6.3.1 Segmentation Process
Segment Detection
The requirements evaluation identiﬁed that automatic programme segmentation had
been implemented, however the user study did not speciﬁcally evaluate the process and
results. Nonetheless, the produced segments were analysed indirectly as the web player,
which uses the generated segments, was analysed in the user study.
In the user experiment, the automated segment processor was used to extract segments
from each of the radio programmes for the 6 user tasks. The segments for each task
were manually checked to ensure they were accurate for the experiment and as a result
no changes were made. Each segment had been correctly detected and the segment
metadata was suﬃcient. Unfortunately, apart from this manual check, no conclusive
analysis had been conducted. As a result the accuracy of the segments produced by
the system cannot be validated.
Segment Metadata
During the study participants were asked the importance of the metadata that accom-
panies a segment. The user study found all participants thought segment metadata
was important or very important, indicating that identifying segments is not enough as
classiﬁcation and segment metadata are also vital. Consider an individual wanting to
listen back to an interview in a programme, without segment metadata they would be
required to manually seek each segment. Although the segments may be listed and a
start and end time displayed, the listener would still be expected to search each segment
and they would struggle to gain a high-level understanding of the programme quickly.
The solution developed incorporated metadata from music segments and speech seg-
ments using various information suppliers. For speech segments it was particularly
beneﬁcial taking advantage of the various improvements to speech recognition and nat-
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ural language processing. Many users found this particularly useful and even credited
the keywords extracted as the reason for ﬁnding the content in the user study so quickly.
6.3.2 Web Player
Locating Content
The hypotheses (HT.1 & HT.2) were conﬁrmed through statistical analysis and showed
that the speed to locate content within a programme was dependent on the web player
design and the programme duration. It was interesting to note that when using the
segmented player the programme duration had little eﬀect on the time taken to locate
content. Instead, the mean task duration marginally decreased when searching longer
programmes, which may be due to the ‘practice eﬀect’. Unlike the non-segmented
player, which is an industry standard web player that many participants would have
previously used, the segmented player had numerous unfamiliar features. As the tasks
were ordered by programme duration, starting with 10 minutes and ending with 60
minutes, users may have learnt how to use the segmented player by the later tasks and
therefore became quicker at locating content despite the increased duration.
Player Usability
Studies found that the segmented player was more usable, according to the SUS us-
ability scale, and that participants preferred it over the non-segmented design, proving
hypothesis HT.3. Unsurprisingly, as the non-segmented players are standard practice
and participants would have been familiar using them, the non-segmented player still
received a positive SUS score. Interesting, when analysing the individual SUS ques-
tions, it was found that the segmented player scored much higher on usability questions
regarding ﬁnding content, conﬁdence using the player and appeal of player. Contrast-
ingly, the scores on questions regarding ease of use and need for technical support were
similar across the segmented and non-segmented player. Considering the SUS scores
indicate the segmented player adds functionality while not reducing operability, this is
extremely promising for the success of the player. For the web player to be commer-
cially viable it must be intuitive and easy to use, otherwise users may struggle, loose
interest and leave the service, all which reﬂect badly on the radio station or catchup
service provider.
6.3.3 Summary
Within this chapter the developed solution has been evaluated using a requirements
evaluation and a user study. Based upon the research questions in section 1.3, three
hypotheses were deﬁned and later proved signiﬁcant using statistical analysis on the
user experiment. Conclusive results indicate that the segmented player was quicker to
navigate to speciﬁc content, more user friendly and preferred by participants. Thus the
developed system can be deemed successful.
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This ﬁnal chapter discusses the contributions this dissertation has made, analyses the
limitations of the study and suggests possible improvements. Areas for future research
are also proposed, illustrating a number of interesting topics that could be investigated.
In chapter 1, a number of objectives were devised which would be used to determine
the success of the project. The objectives have been reproduced below and evidence is
given illustrating how they have been met.
• Research the current academic literature concerning audio content analysis and
audio retrieval - Chapter 2 explored the state of the art and discussed the large
amount of literature that has been published on the subject of audio content
analysis and retrieval.
• Investigate the current technologies available and review similar existing solutions
- Current technologies are discussed within the literature and technology review
in chapter 2 and a number of existing solutions, such as BBC iPlayer Radio and
Radioplayer are analysed in chapter 3.
• Devise a requirements speciﬁcation from a wide breadth of sources - Chapter 3
discusses requirements gathered from a wide breadth of sources with existing
solutions analysed, user research undertaken and use cases derived. The chapter
concludes with the full requirements speciﬁcation.
• Design a system that is capable of segmenting a radio programme and displaying
the segments against the audio within a web player - Chapter 4 reviewed the
design decisions taken and presented the system designed, illustrated through a
system architecture, data schemas and user interface wireframes.
• Following the design, develop an automated interactive segment-based radio lis-
ten again service - Chapter 5 discussed the implementation of the system and
presented a working prototype of the automated interactive segment-based listen
again service.
• Evaluate the success of the developed system by conducting a user study and
gathering user feedback - The developed system was evaluated using two methods,




Chapter 1 also considered 3 research questions, which were used to provide direction
to the dissertation. They have been reproduced below and their ﬁndings summarised:
1. Is it possible to automatically segment a radio programme? - Yes, this dissertation
has developed a system to automatically segment a radio programme based on
studio events. (Chapter 5)
2. Is it possible to develop a segmented web player that is easy and intuitive to use?
- Yes, a web player was developed in chapter 5 and it was demonstrated to be
easy and intuitive in the user study in chapter 6.
3. Is it possible to develop a segmented web player that is quick for listeners to locate
content within a radio programme? - Yes, the empirical evaluation in chapter
6 found the segmented web player to be far quicker to locate content, than a
non-segmented player.
7.1 Key Contributions
This dissertation has made a number of key contributions, both in terms of systems
produced and research conducted.
7.1.1 System Contributions
A number of key system contributions have been made to the ﬁeld. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst complete implementation of an automated segment-based
radio listen again service. The scale of this contribution can be recognised by listing
the individual contributions that have been made:
• Proposed a system architecture that automatically detects studio events, analyses
the events to generate segments and exports the segments to a radio catchup web
player.
• Proposed a segmented web player user interface that utilises existing web player
design standards to reduce the learning complexity to users.
• Developed hardware to capture studio events and software to record and store
them.
• Developed a method to analyse the studio detected events and generate segments,
using data extracted from the station database and third party information sup-
pliers to produce segment metadata.
• Developed an interactive segment-based web player that provides the user the
ability to listen, navigate and interpret the content within a radio programme.
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7.1.2 Research Contributions
Research contribution to community
This dissertation has also made many research contributions to the ﬁeld:
• Provided a thorough literature and technology review summarising the ﬁeld and
technologies available. To date, a considerable body of research has sought to
analyse audio based on the physical audio properties, however this dissertation
has investigated analysing audio based on studio events, an area struggling from
limited research. For this reason it can be concluded that this dissertation pro-
vides a major contribution to the ﬁeld and supports the initial research of OR-
PHEUS, the European research group dedicated to improving the management
of audio content to create new user experiences [71].
• Existing listen again solutions were analysed and designs reviewed. Common
design traits were identiﬁed and recommended for future web players, to reduce
the learning required by users of a new segment-based player.
• User research was conducted to gauge listening habits between live and catchup
radio. The ﬁndings were similar to the U.K. RAJAR research [23], suggesting
their validity, however the research conducted in this dissertation went into more
detail, collecting reasons for listening to live and catchup radio.
• Designed and conducted a user study to evaluate the usability of a segmented web
player and the aﬀect on locating content. Our study indicated that users prefer
a segmented player and that it brought signiﬁcant improvements, both in terms
of speed to locate content and providing users with more functionality, such as
identifying now playing segments.
This methods can be used for future research The research conducted has been ex-
tremely promising and provides a signiﬁcant contribution to the ﬁeld.
7.2 Limitations of the Study
The user study and requirements evaluation provided an insight into the success of
the project, however some limitations were identiﬁed. The project had two challenges;
automatically segmenting a radio programme and building a web player to view them.
Although the web player was evaluated thoroughly through the user study, less consid-
eration was given to analysing the segmentation process. The web player will only be
as good as the data it is provided, meaning that if the segments generated are not cor-
rect, then the player would be redundant. A simple requirements evaluation concluded
segments were successfully generated, however it would have been insightful to run a
study comparing the segments generated automatically and manually by a member of
the radio station.
Additionally, no study has been conducted on the appeal and usefulness of the devel-
oped system to radio stations. Nonetheless both the requirements evaluation and user
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study revealed limitations. The requirements evaluation highlighted a key potential
problem: a segment metadata management system has not been developed. It was
hypothesised that this omission may restrict the appeal to stations, as they would have
no manual override to correct or add segment metadata. As the segmented catchup
system requires installation within a radio station, it needs station participation. En-
suring that the system would be suitable and appealing to stations would produce an
important analysis.
Furthermore, focusing on the user study, three further limitations were revealed:
Participants
The study could have beneﬁted from more participants and from a wider demographic.
The ten participants involved in the study were all young adults studying at the Uni-
versity of Bath. There is a possibility, although unlikely, that the segmented system
favoured young university educated individuals. The small participant size could make
the results inconclusive, thus further testing should be conducted with a larger group.
However, considering the high probability signiﬁcance of the results, a larger group
would not be expected to aﬀect the conclusions.
Programmes Assessed
The experiment tasks required participants to locate speciﬁc content within a radio
programme. The programmes used were chosen based on station scheduling and the
content to locate was decided to ensure an even split across the programme and that
it was unambiguous. Table 7.1 lists the mean task completion times between groups.
The groups swapped player designs, but the audio order was not changed. Therefore, if
the programmes and diﬃculty to locate the content was similar, the diﬀerence between
task completion means for each group would be expected to be similar. While every
eﬀort was made to ensure task diﬃculty was similar, the results show that it was not
achieved perfectly, as analysis of table 7.1 reveals the diﬃcultly of the two 30 minute
programmes may have diﬀered.
Player A Player B












Average 1 78 75 249 34 50 55
Average 2 68 124 227 52 30 21
Table 7.1 Comparison between experiment groups and time taken to
complete each task.
Task Permutations
The tasks were structured and carried out so that each participant located content
in a 10 minute, then 30 minute and ﬁnally 60 minute programme using one of the
web player designs. The process was then repeated with the other web player design.
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While counterbalancing was applied, so that two diﬀerent groups used the players in
diﬀerent orders, the task order remained the same. It is unclear from the results whether
ﬁnding content within a shorter programme ﬁrst helped the participants to learn the
web player, which the experience was then used on the longer programme tasks. Had
another group performed the tasks in reverse order, this could have been analysed.
7.3 Future Work
The solution presented in this dissertation leads to many interesting and exciting oppor-
tunities, which in turn suggests speciﬁc directions for future research. This project has
laid the foundations that now allows content within shows to be searchable, programme
personalisation to be possible and listen again services to be vastly more interactive.
It is recommended that further research be undertaken to take advantage of these new
areas. As with the rest of the dissertation, the recommendations are naturally grouped
into two sections: segmentation process and web player.
7.3.1 Segmentation Process
The research and solutions in this paper presented a basic approach to segmentation,
however more research is needed to better understand whether the segments being
produced are accurate, how they could be more accurate and how additional segments
could be identiﬁed.
Segmentation Methods
The literature review researched a number of diﬀerent segmentation methods, using
both audio element discovery and studio element discovery. This project focussed on
using studio elements to detect segments, however many of the audio element segmen-
tation methods also proved popular. Further work could establish whether this is the
most accurate segmentation method for the radio studio environment, and possibly
discover if other methods would be complementary or supplementary.
Further to this, some audio element segmentation methods use machine learning to
analyse what certain content may be, based on training data and similarities between
audio features. This approach could be extended to studio elements, where a large num-
ber of event collectors could be analysed to identify trends, such as detecting segments
or even studio interaction behaviour. Additionally, new event collectors could be inves-
tigated via analysis of studio equipment to ascertain whether useful event information
could be extracted.
Information Suppliers
The user study identiﬁed the importance of segment metadata to users, however the
requirements speciﬁcation prioritised the segment information provided as low (Req.
D.2.1 & D.2.3) and music as medium priority (Req. D.2.2). Further studies should
research segment classiﬁcation and means to retrieve metadata. In this project, infor-
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mation suppliers were used to provide additional information about segments, such as
album artwork or speech topic detection. Utilising other third party services could pro-
vide users with more information to describe or further inform them about segments.
Simple extensions could include providing news segments with associated news articles
on the web for further reading or listening.
Segment Management System
A segment management system was listed within the requirements speciﬁcation, how-
ever due to various reasons this was not implemented. While further work should
implement this functionality, it would be interesting to assess the popularity and use
of it. Theoretically, the better the segmentation and classiﬁcation processes, the less
likely manual interaction should be needed. Determining if this hypothesis is correct
and by extrapolation whether manual interaction will always be required during the
segmentation and information collection stage, would be an interesting future research
area.
7.3.2 Web Player
The web player was used as a content retrieval method to play and display the seg-
ments extracted during the segmentation process. As discussed in the literature review
(section 2.3), other retrieval methods exist and these could be explored with segmented
content, however focussing on the web player there already exists a large number of
research recommendations, so only these will be discussed below.
Development Opportunities
During the user study in section 6.2, a number of questions were asked to participants
regarding what future features they would be interested in. The responses are sum-
marised below and could be used to guide future development. The full responses can
be found in appendix D.5.
• Live Segmentation (100% participants interested) - Providing a web player that
displays current and past segments when listening live to a radio programme. This
feature was extremely popular with many participants highlighting the beneﬁt if
joining during the middle of a programme. A listener could catchup on missed
segments and then return back to the live show.
• Personalised Programming (80% participants interested) - Providing a web player
that automatically gets segments from a variety of programmes and creates a per-
sonalised radio programme for you. Interest was still high for this development
opportunity. Many participants expressed concern over the accuracy of recom-
mending content to users, however there is a large amount of research available in
this ﬁeld, which would help to develop a suitable recommendation system. Par-
ticipants valued the mix of speech and music segments from various shows, and
some participants suggested this could rival their listenership to music streaming
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services. Considering the research conducted in section 1.3, which concluded that
music streaming services are far more popular than radio catchup services, this
could lead to a number of new listeners.
• Catchup TV (60% participants interested) - Providing a similar segmented web
player for catchup television. Participants did not feel as passionate about this
development prospect. Some worried the segments would reveal spoilers, while
others thought it would not work with a lot of programming. It could be applied
to news and sports programming which inherently has highlights and distinct
content, however for chronological programmes, such as drams, there would be
little beneﬁt.
User Behaviour
The user study’s focus was analysing how participants locate content within a pro-
gramme and the time taken, however this did not cover user behaviour when listening to
a programme. Further investigation and experimentation into general user behaviour,
when listening to programmes, is strongly recommended. The ﬁndings should in turn
feedback into the design process and be used to improve the player and the associated
user experience.
New Listening Potential
Another recommendation involves studying the new listening potential, available with
a segmented radio programme. The original user study investigated interest in per-
sonalised programming and received some positive responses, however this could be
explored in more detail. It would be interesting to explore how segments can be shared,
especially through social media, while retaining integrity between the segment and its
parent programme to allow listeners to follow clips back to their source.
7.4 Concluding Remarks
This dissertation has developed Radio Catchup, an automated solution to segment
radio programmes and provide an interactive radio listen again service. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst complete implementation of such a system, which
makes the positive results from user experiments even more promising. The solution
presented signiﬁcantly extends the capabilities of current listen again services and could
be commercialised in the future. Additionally a number of key contributions have
been made, both in terms of systems developed and research conducted. Notably the
contribution to the European research group ORPHEUS and the interest received by
broadcasters, such as the BBC, during presentations of Radio Catchup.
To experience the web player, it is available online: http://radio.chris.io.
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Radio Listening Habits Questionnaire
This questionnaire will take around 5-10 minutes and will ask you to consider your radio listening 
habits.
Any questions or queries feel free to contact me at cgtc20@bath.ac.uk. 





This section will collect a couple of details about yourself.
1. Gender *
Mark only one oval.
 Male
 Female
 Prefer not to say
 Other: 
2. Age *
If you are currently at university, please provide the
following:
3. University Course
Mark only one oval.
 Accounting & Finance
 Aeronautical & Manufacturing Engineering
 Agriculture & Forestry
 American Studies
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4. Course Level





5. Year of Study








This section will ask you questions based on your listening habits to live radio.
6. On a typical day how many hours do you listen to live radio? *
Mark only one oval per row.
















7. What time(s) are you most likely to listen to live radio?
Tick all that apply.
 Weekday Morning (6am - 10am)
 Weekday Daytime (10am - 4pm)
 Weekday Drivetime (4pm - 7pm)
 Weekday Evening (7pm - 11pm)
 Weekday Night (11pm - 6am)
 Weekend Day (6am - 7pm)
 Weekend Night (7pm - 6am)
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8. Where are you most likely to listen to live radio?





9. What device do you use to listen to live radio?








10. Why do you listen to live radio?






 Competitions and prizes
 Other: 
Catchup Radio Listening
Listen again radio services give users the ability to listen back to already broadcast shows.
Listen again services often come in two forms; a full show catch up service (such as BBC iPlayer 
Radio) and curated podcasts containing selected content from broadcast shows (such as BBC 
Radio 1's Scott Mills Daily podcast).
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11. How often do you listen to the following each week? *
































from BBC Radio 4)
Podcast: Content








12. What time(s) are you most likely to listen to radio listen again services?
Tick all that apply.
 Weekday Morning (6am - 10am)
 Weekday Daytime (10am - 4pm)
 Weekday Drivetime (4pm - 7pm)
 Weekday Evening (7pm - 11pm)
 Weekday Night (11pm - 6am)
 Weekend Day (6am - 7pm)
 Weekend Night (7pm - 6am)
13. Where are you most likely to listen to radio listen again services?
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14. What device do you use to listen to radio listen again services?






15. Why do you listen to radio listen again services?






 Competitions and prizes
 Other: 
Design Research
The following questions are designed to be quick fire. Please select the first response that comes 
into your head. Do not worry if some colours are used twice.
16. What colour do you most associate with music? *
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17. What colour do you most associate with news? *










18. What colour do you most associate with sport? *










19. What colour do you most associate with drama? *
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20. What colour do you most associate with entertainment? *










21. What colour do you most associate with comedy? *










22. What colour do you most associate with speech? *











Thank you for your answers. These will help form requirements for a new interactive radio listen 
again service I am developing.
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Powered by
I will be looking for participants to join a user study to evaluate the service I develop.
23. Would you be willing to participate in a
follow up user study?
If so, please leave your email address.
Otherwise, leave blank.
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A.1.2 Responses




Prefer not to say 0
Other 2















Table A.3 Research Questionnaire: Respondent University Course
University Course Count
Computer Science 7
Iberian Languages/Hispanic Studies 4
Biological Sciences 3
Mechanical Engineering 3
Physics and Astronomy 3
Mathematics 2
Politics 2






Pharmacology & Pharmacy 1
Sports Science 1
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Table A.5 Research Questionnaire: Respondent Year of Study







Table A.6 Research Questionnaire: On a typical day how many hours


















Weekday 7 15 19 7 2 0 0
Weekend 11 18 9 10 2 0 0
Table A.7 Research Questionnaire: What time(s) are you most likely
to listen to live radio?
Time Count
Weekday Morning (6am - 10am) 32
Weekday Daytime (10am - 4pm) 13
Weekday Drivetime (4pm - 7pm) 20
Weekday Evening (7pm - 11pm) 12
Weekday Night (11pm - 6am) 2
Weekend Day (6am - 7pm) 22
Weekend Night (7pm - 6am) 6
Table A.8 Research Questionnaire: Where are you most likely to lis-
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Competitions and prizes 2
Other 3






















































BBC iPlayer Radio (Listen again, not live) 32 13 4 1 0 0 0
Commercial radio station listen again service
(e.g. Capital Radioplayer)
38 8 2 1 1 0 0
Podcast: Content from broadcast shows (e.g.
Friday Night Comedy from BBC Radio 4)
31 8 9 2 0 0 0
Podcast: Content is original for the podcast
(e.g. Stuﬀ You Should Know)
32 5 6 5 2 0 0
Music streaming service (e.g. Spotify) 10 3 4 4 5 9 15
Downloaded Music (e.g. iTunes) 17 11 4 4 4 8 2
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Table A.12 Research Questionnaire: What time(s) are you most likely
to listen to radio listen again services?
Time Count
Weekday Morning (6am - 10am) 9
Weekday Daytime (10am - 4pm) 12
Weekday Drivetime (4pm - 7pm) 6
Weekday Evening (7pm - 11pm) 21
Weekday Night (11pm - 6am) 5
Weekend Day (6am - 7pm) 12
Weekend Night (7pm - 6am) 11
Table A.13 Research Questionnaire: Where are you most likely to







Table A.14 Research Questionnaire: What device do you use to listen














Competitions and prizes 1
Other 5
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Music 4 3 13 20 4 2 1 1 2
News 34 0 0 4 1 0 1 4 6
Sport 4 1 1 15 15 12 1 0 1
Drama 13 2 17 5 2 3 0 2 6
Entertainment 9 6 16 4 5 8 1 0 1
Comedy 4 13 4 7 3 17 1 1 0
Speech 4 2 2 14 1 2 11 5 8
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A.2 Research - Interviews Consent Form
Consent Form 
Dissertation by Christian Couch (cgtc20@bath.ac.uk) 
Supervised by Fabio Nemetz (F.Nemetz@bath.ac.uk) 
Thank you very much for giving up your time to be interviewed for my dissertation. This 
dissertation will be submitted to the University of Bath for the degree Computer Science with 
Business Management. 
This interview and your responses will be anonymised and confidential. If at any point you don’t 
want certain information included, please let me know. In the dissertation you will be referred to 
as: 
I would like to record this interview to ensure I don’t miss any information. The recording may be 
transcribed, but any identifying features will be removed. Do you agree to the interview being 
recored? 
Yes    No 
This interview may form part of my dissertation. Would you like to review any part related to this 
interview before submission? 
Yes    No 





R A D I O  C AT C H U P  
A N  I N T E R A C T I V E  O B J E C T- B A S E D  









Type Title Included in
Podcast
1 00:00:00 07:46 Music No
2 00:07:46 00:24 Speech Show Intro No
3 00:08:10 06:12 Music No
4 00:14:22 02:07 Speech Tom Hardy, CBBC Bed
Time Stories
Yes
5 00:16:29 03:29 Music No
6 00:19:58 00:06 Speech Music Segue No
7 00:20:04 00:24 Advert Advert: Dance Anthems No
8 00:20:28 03:09 Music No
9 00:23:37 00:46 Speech Chris Stark in Japan and In-
nuendo Bingo Tease
Yes
10 00:24:23 05:27 Music No
11 00:29:50 01:19 News No
12 00:31:09 06:29 Music No
13 00:37:38 00:20 Speech Chris Stark in Japan Tease No
14 00:37:58 02:41 Music No
15 00:40:39 05:59 Speech Innuendo Bingo: Joey Essex
Interview
Yes
16 00:46:38 03:07 Music No
17 00:49:45 09:52 Speech Innuendo Bingo: Game Yes
18 00:59:37 07:08 Music No
19 01:06:45 00:21 Speech Innuendo Bingo: Recap Yes
20 01:07:06 06:19 Music No
21 01:13:25 00:24 Speech Chris Stark in Japan Tease
and Song Introduction
No
22 01:13:49 02:54 Music No
23 01:16:43 00:10 Speech Music Segue No
24 01:16:53 03:26 Music No
25 01:20:19 00:35 Speech Lettuce Crisis Yes
26 01:20:54 01:43 Speech Brit Awards Competition
Promo
No
27 01:22:37 03:45 Music No
28 01:26:22 00:32 Speech Chris Stark in Japan &
Bangers Tease
No
29 01:26:54 02:56 Music No
30 01:29:50 02:20 News No
31 01:32:10 05:23 Music No
32 01:37:33 00:27 Advert Advert: Radio 1 Breakfast
Show
No
33 01:38:00 03:14 Music No
34 01:41:14 00:23 Speech Bangers Tease No
35 01:41:37 03:24 Music No
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36 01:45:01 02:37 Speech Bangers: Game Yes
37 01:47:38 03:32 Music No
38 01:51:10 00:23 Speech Bangers: Recap Yes
39 01:51:33 03:11 Music No
40 01:54:44 00:50 Speech Track of the Day No
41 01:55:34 12:37 Music No
42 02:08:11 00:21 Speech Chris Stark in Japan: Tease No
43 02:08:32 06:04 Music No
44 02:14:36 02:08 Speech Chris Stark in Japan: Intro Yes
45 02:16:44 00:24 Advert Advert: BBC Radio 1 New
Music
No
46 02:17:08 03:52 Music No
47 02:21:00 04:04 Speech Chris Stark in Japan: Ko-
rean Billy & Chris Phone
Call
Yes
48 02:25:04 04:16 Music No
49 02:29:20 00:30 Speech Chris Stark in Japan: Recap No
50 02:29:50 03:10 News No
51 02:33:00 06:17 Music No
52 02:39:17 03:28 Speech Real or No Real: Game
(Part 1)
Yes
53 02:42:45 03:20 Music No
54 02:46:05 05:30 Speech Real or No Real: Game
(Part 2)
Yes
55 02:51:35 03:16 Music No
56 02:54:51 01:42 Speech Show Recap No
57 02:56:33 03:27 Music No
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1 {
2 ”$schema” : ” h t tp :// json−schema . org/ dra f t −04/schema#”
,
3 ” add i t i ona lPrope r t i e s ” : false ,
4 ” d e f i n i t i o n s ” : {} ,
5 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema . json ” ,
6 ” prope r t i e s ” : {
7 ”media” : {
8 ” add i t i ona lPrope r t i e s ” : false ,
9 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema . json/
prope r t i e s /media” ,
10 ” prope r t i e s ” : {
11 ”mp3” : {
12 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema .
json/ prope r t i e s /media/ prope r t i e s /mp3” ,
13 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
14 } ,
15 ” pos ter ” : {
16 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema .
json/ prope r t i e s /media/ prope r t i e s / pos ter ” ,
17 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
18 }
19 } ,
20 ” type ” : ” ob j e c t ”
21 } ,
22 ”programme” : {
23 ” add i t i ona lPrope r t i e s ” : false ,
24 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema . json/
prope r t i e s /programme” ,
25 ” prope r t i e s ” : {
26 ”broadcastEnd” : {
27 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema .
json/ prope r t i e s /programme/ prope r t i e s /broadcastEnd” ,
28 ” type ” : ” in t e g e r ”
29 } ,
30 ” broadcas tS tar t ” : {
31 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema .
json/ prope r t i e s /programme/ prope r t i e s / broadcas tS tar t ” ,
32 ” type ” : ” in t e g e r ”
33 } ,
34 ” de s c r i p t i on ” : {
35 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema .
json/ prope r t i e s /programme/ prope r t i e s / de s c r i p t i on ” ,
36 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
37 } ,
38 ”episodeName” : {
39 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema .
json/ prope r t i e s /programme/ prope r t i e s /episodeName” ,
40 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
41 } ,
42 ” presen ter s ” : {
43 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema .
json/ prope r t i e s /programme/ prope r t i e s / presen ter s ” ,
44 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
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45 } ,
46 ”seriesName” : {
47 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema .
json/ prope r t i e s /programme/ prope r t i e s /seriesName” ,
48 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
49 }
50 } ,
51 ” type ” : ” ob j e c t ”
52 } ,
53 ” p lug ins ” : {
54 ” add i t i ona l I t ems ” : false ,
55 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema . json/
prope r t i e s / p lug ins ” ,
56 ” items” : {
57 ” add i t i ona lPrope r t i e s ” : false ,
58 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /schema . json/
prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items” ,
59 ” prope r t i e s ” : {
60 ” opt ions ” : {
61 ” add i t i ona lPrope r t i e s ” : false ,
62 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /
schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s /
opt ions ” ,
63 ” prope r t i e s ” : {
64 ”body” : {
65 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s /body” ,
66 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
67 } ,
68 ” d i s a b l e d ” : {
69 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s / d i s a b l e d ” ,
70 ” type ” : ” boolean ”
71 } ,
72 ”displayEnd” : {
73 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s /displayEnd” ,
74 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
75 } ,
76 ”displayKeywords ” : {
77 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s /displayKeywords ” ,
78 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
79 } ,
80 ” d i sp l ayP ic tu re ” : {
81 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s / d i sp l ayP ic tu re ” ,
82 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
83 } ,
84 ” d i s p l a yS t a r t ” : {
85 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s / d i s p l a yS t a r t ” ,
86 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
87 } ,
88 ”end” : {
89 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s /end” ,
90 ” type ” : ” in t e ge r ”
91 } ,
92 ” skipItem” : {
94
93 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s / skipItem” ,
94 ” type ” : ” boolean ”
95 } ,
96 ” s t a r t ” : {
97 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s / s t a r t ” ,
98 ” type ” : ” in t e ge r ”
99 } ,
100 ” s u b t i t l e ” : {
101 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s / s u b t i t l e ” ,
102 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
103 } ,
104 ” t i t l e ” : {
105 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s / t i t l e ” ,
106 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
107 } ,
108 ” type ” : {
109 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup .
radio /schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s
/ opt ions / prope r t i e s / type ” ,
110 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
111 }
112 } ,
113 ” type ” : ” ob j e c t ”
114 } ,
115 ”pluginName” : {
116 ” id ” : ” h t tp :// catchup . radio /
schema . json/ prope r t i e s / p lug ins / items/ prope r t i e s /
pluginName” ,
117 ” type ” : ” s t r i n g ”
118 }
119 } ,
120 ” type ” : ” ob j e c t ”
121 } ,
122 ” type ” : ”array”
123 }
124 } ,




Table C.1 Criteria-based Assessment
ID Requirement Priority Met? Supporting comments.
D.1 Log Show Elements High Yes Although not all segments could be
logged, the important ones were.
D.1.1 Music High Yes See section 5.1.1
D.1.2 Speech Medium Yes See section 5.1.2
D.1.3 Adverts Low Yes See section 5.1.1
D.1.4 News Low No URB’s news service was not working
at time of implementation, so no log-
ging method could be devised.
D.2 Analyse Show Ele-
ments
Medium Yes Although not all sub-requirements
were implemented, without segment
ranking the segment analysis is still
suﬃcient.
D.2.1 — Speech Topic De-
tection
Low Yes See section 5.2.2
D.2.2 Music Metadata Medium Yes See section 5.2.2
D.2.3 Segment Informa-
tion
Low Yes See section 5.2.2.
D.2.4 Segment Ranking Low No An accurate ranking system ended up
being technically too complex
D.3 Automatic Podcast
Generator
Low No Dependent on Req. D.2.4 which was
not implemented.
D.4 Management System Low No Big workload for a low priority re-
quirement, however it has been no-
ticed that this requirement has a far
greater impact to the usefulness of
the system to stations. The priority
should have been higher to reﬂect this.
D.5 System Modularisa-
tion
Low Yes Evidence of this can be seen within the
system architecture.
D.6 Performance Medium Yes Segmentation happens within allowed
timeframes.
D.7 Data Integrity Medium Yes Initial testing showed a high level of
segment accuracy, far greater than re-
quirement.
P.1 Visualise Show Seg-
ments
High Yes See section 5.3
P.2 Audio Progress Bar Medium Yes See section 5.3.1
P.3 Audio Controls Medium Yes The majority of audio controls were
implemented and the ones that were
not don’t have a signiﬁcant impact on
this requirement.
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P.3.1 Play/Pause Button Medium Yes See section 5.3.1
P.3.2 Volume Controls Low No Insuﬃcient resources.
P.3.3 Skip Button Low Yes See section 5.3.1
P.4 Listen Back to a
Show
High Yes See section 5.3.1
P.5 Mobile Optimised High Yes See section 5.3
P.6 Performance Medium Yes Initial testing showed the player load-
ing and playing within the allowed
timeframes.
P.7 Usability Medium Yes A user experiment concluded that the
segmented web player was easy and in-




Experiment Consent Form 
Dissertation by Christian Couch (cgtc20@bath.ac.uk) 
Supervised by Fabio Nemetz (F.Nemetz@bath.ac.uk) 
Thank you very much for giving up your time to take part in my dissertation evaluation. This 
dissertation will be submitted to the University of Bath for the degree Computer Science with 
Business Management. 
I will ask you to read a short brief and afterwards complete a number of tasks. This experiment will 
be conducted within groups and under lab conditions. The experiment should take no longer than 
30 minutes. The results will be anonymised and participants will not be referred to by name, 
instead you will be given a participant number. You may withdraw from the study at any point. 
Experiment Overview: 
- Experiment Brief 
- Experiment 1 (3x tasks) 
- Web Player Questionnaire 
- Evaluation 2 (3x tasks) 
- Web Player Questionnaire 
- Final Questionnaire 
During the experiment, I would like to take photos and videos. These will be used to aid the 
evaluation and some may be included within the dissertation to provide illustrative examples of 
the experiment. Do you give permission for photos and videos to be taken and to be used for the 
reasons given above? 
Yes    No 




R A D I O  C AT C H U P  
A N  I N T E R A C T I V E  O B J E C T- B A S E D  





Dissertation by Christian Couch (cgtc20@bath.ac.uk) 
Supervised by Fabio Nemetz (F.Nemetz@bath.ac.uk) 
You will be given 3 tasks, per web player. Each one will ask you to navigate to a specific piece of 
content within a radio programme. Although you will be timed, there is no need to rush. The 
experiment is trying to measure use under normal conditions. 
HOW WILL THE TASKS WORK? 
1. Go to task’s web address and confirm the task ID match. 
2. Read the brief and when ready click ‘Start Task’. 
3. A prompt will ask for your participant number, please enter it. 
4. The audio player will then show. 
5. Navigate to the start of the content you have been asked to find. The seekbar will indicate the 
players current position. 
R A D I O  C AT C H U P  
A N  I N T E R A C T I V E  O B J E C T- B A S E D  
R A D I O  L I S T E N  A G A I N  S E R V I C E
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D.2 Guide
6. Once you’re satisfied the audio player is at the requested location, click ‘FINISH: Content 
Located’ in the bottom right hand corner. 
7. A confirmation window will appear. Click ‘ok’ to finish the task. 
8. A warning message will appear, reminding you to check the results have been successfully 
submitted. Click ‘close’. 
9. If the results have been successfully submitted, you will be directed to a confirmation page. If 
nothing happens, PLEASE MANUALLY SEND THE RESULTS, displayed in the console log of 
the web browser.  
TASK COMPLETE!
R A D I O  C AT C H U P  
A N  I N T E R A C T I V E  O B J E C T- B A S E D  






Dissertation by Christian Couch (cgtc20@bath.ac.uk) 
Supervised by Fabio Nemetz (F.Nemetz@bath.ac.uk) 
TASK 1 
Alex discusses the song Formidable by The Big Moon and talks about the 
bands formation and upcoming album. Your task is to navigate to the start of 
the speech segment where he discusses this. 
TASK 2 
Claire reads out a letter from a listener and talks about the problem they've 
raised. Your task is to navigate to the start of this feature, called "Miss 
Mallett". 
TASK 3 
During the programme, Harry discusses is album of the week. Your task is 
to navigate to the start of this feature "Harry's Album of the Week". 
TASK 4 
Dean discusses the song Into the Fire, Into the Sun by AVATARIUM and talks 
about the songs release. Your task is to navigate to the start of the speech 
segment where this is discussed. 
TASK 5 
Your task is to navigate to the start of the story about a friendship breakup 
that ended with photos being defaced, using Microsoft Paint. 
TASK 6 
During the show, Grace plays and reviews, with the help of her Dad, 
Prince's song Sign O the Times. Your task is to navigate to the start of this 
speech segment. 
R A D I O  C AT C H U P  
A N  I N T E R A C T I V E  O B J E C T- B A S E D  
R A D I O  L I S T E N  A G A I N  S E R V I C E
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D.4 Web Player Questionnaire
10/04/2017, 14)56Evaluation - Web Player Questionnaire
Page 1 of 2https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1pXel1KXRd84SBD2IxOVCcVSD-YrirK70nodAmsOTGxI/printform
Evaluation - Web Player Questionnaire
You have now completed the tasks for one of the web players. Please answer the following 
questions on your experience.
*Required
1. Participant ID *
2. Player Evaluated *
3. Usability Study *
Please choose how you feel against each statement.
Mark only one oval per row.
Strongly
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree
Strongly
Agree
I think that I would like to use
this web player frequently.
I found the web player
unnecessarily complex.
I thought the web player was
easy to use.
I think that I would need the
support of a technical person
to be able to use this web
player.
I would imagine that most
people would learn to use this
web player very quickly.
I found the web player very
cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident using the
web player.
I needed to learn a lot of things
before I could get going with
this web player.
I found it quick to navigate and
play specific content within a
programme.
I thought it was difficult to
understand what content was
within a programme.
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10/04/2017, 14)56Evaluation - Web Player Questionnaire
Page 2 of 2https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1pXel1KXRd84SBD2IxOVCcVSD-YrirK70nodAmsOTGxI/printform
Powered by










10/04/2017, 14)54Evaluation - Final Questionnaire
Page 1 of 3https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13UGPTlNv36ikfz_pGG4ZGlevixmmcK5xcAb2T-k8Wow/printform
Evaluation - Final Questionnaire
You have now completed both sets of tasks for each web player. Please answer the following 
questions on your experience.
*Required
1. Participant ID *
2. Gender *





4. Which web player would you rather use? *
Mark only one oval.
 Design A (No segmentation)
 Design B (With segmentation)








10/04/2017, 14)54Evaluation - Final Questionnaire
Page 2 of 3https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13UGPTlNv36ikfz_pGG4ZGlevixmmcK5xcAb2T-k8Wow/printform
Future Development
This project has built a new innovative web player, aimed at improving a listener's listening 
experience by providing context and structure to a programme. The segments are automatically 
generated, based on events in the radio studio. Once these segments have been detected, there 
are a number of opportunities available. The following questions are open-ended and ask your 
opinions on the usefulness of this solution. The questionnaire will cover some future work 
opportunities, and ask for your thoughts.
This questionnaire will now only refer to the web player with segment breakdown.
6. How important is the data that accompanies a segment, such as title or category?












8. Would you be interested in a web player that displays current and past segments when
listening live to a radio programme?













10/04/2017, 14)54Evaluation - Final Questionnaire
Page 3 of 3https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13UGPTlNv36ikfz_pGG4ZGlevixmmcK5xcAb2T-k8Wow/printform
Powered by
Personalised Show
10. Would you be interested in a web player that automatically gets segments from a
variety of programmes and creates a personalised radio programme for you?












12. Would you be interested in a similar segmented web player for catchup television?















D.6.1 Web Player Questionnaire - Web Player Comments
Design A (non-segmented player)
• Participant 1 - Found myself listening to large ’talk’ segments within the shows to see
if they were what I was looking for when ultimately not. Lots of skipping through tracks
trying to ﬁnd the end points
• Participant 4 - First two tasks were ﬁne as you were only searching for speciﬁc sections
of a programme in a reduced amount of time. Last task was diﬃcult for 2 reasons:
increased length of the programme, and increased amount of radio hosts talking on the
programme (compared to the previous two tasks where it at least seemed like there was
less talking).
• Participant 6 - It was diﬃcult to know if you were close to what you were looking for
which made it quite frustrating in the longer segments
• Participant 7 - Diﬃcult to skip small units of time eg. to ﬁnd the end of a song /
transitions between speaking and music
Design B (segmented player)
• Participant 1 - Recognition on segments made it very easy to read through and click
to skip straight to the segment being searched for
• Participant 4 - Having key words of the talking segments was really useful to quickly
identify the speciﬁc parts of the programme. Might have been useful to make the scrolling
pane of all the diﬀerent parts of the programme a bit bigger so you have a bigger overview
of all the parts on the screen at once rather than having to scroll through it.
• Participant 6 - The ﬁrst time using the web player it took bit of time to work out how
it works but from the second task it was very natural to use
• Participant 7 - Found it very easy to navigate to diﬀerent songs and speech content,
and have an idea of what is going to be said in the speech sections of a show. Saves a lot
of time trying to ﬁnd the start and end of songs as it navigates quickly to the transition
point.
• Participant 8 - It was awesome
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D.6.2 Web Player Questionnaire - System Usability Scale (SUS)



























I think that I would like to use this web player frequently. 0 6 2 2 0
I found the web player unnecessarily complex. 3 6 0 1 0
I thought the web player was easy to use. 0 1 3 5 1
I think that I would need the support of a technical person
to be able to use this web player.
5 5 0 0 0
I would imagine that most people would learn to use this web
player very quickly.
0 0 2 6 2
I found the web player very cumbersome to use. 2 1 0 3 4
I felt very conﬁdent using the web player. 0 2 2 5 1
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with
this web player.
4 3 3 0 0
I found it quick to navigate and play speciﬁc content within
a programme.
8 1 1 0 0
I thought it was diﬃcult to understand what content was
within a programme.
0 0 1 3 6
Table D.2 System Usability Scale (SUS) - Design B
I think that I would like to use this web player frequently. 0 0 1 5 4
I found the web player unnecessarily complex. 5 5 0 0 0
I thought the web player was easy to use. 0 0 0 4 6
I think that I would need the support of a technical person
to be able to use this web player.
8 2 0 0 0
I would imagine that most people would learn to use this web
player very quickly.
0 0 0 7 3
I found the web player very cumbersome to use. 5 5 0 0 0
I felt very conﬁdent using the web player. 0 0 0 6 4
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with
this web player.
7 2 1 0 0
I found it quick to navigate and play speciﬁc content within
a programme.
0 0 0 2 8
I thought it was diﬃcult to understand what content was
within a programme.
6 4 0 0 0
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Table D.5 User Experiment - Final Questionnaire: Which web player
would you rather use?
Web Player Count
Design A (No segmentation) 0
Design B (With segmentation) 10
D.6.3 Final Questionnaire - General
Please explain why you preferred that web player?
Design A No participants preferred Design A.
Design B
• Participant 1 - So much easier to know where talk segments started/ended without
skipping through the songs, and the titles of each meant I wasn’t listening to lots of the
segment to ﬁgure out if it was the bit I was searching for.
• Participant 2 - It gave you a breakdown of what to expect in the show, so if you were
looking for a particular song or type of content it removed the guesswork.
• Participant 3 - Easier to navigate to content
• Participant 4 - Quicker to identify the parts, I really liked that you could see the
breakdown of what is in the show as you can see the tracks played, what the hosts talked
about, and perhaps skip over irrelevant parts (or skip to relevant parts) depending on
what you are looking for. It made searching very easy.
• Participant 5 - It was, approximately, a thousand times easier to ﬁnd things - also much
easier to be conﬁdent that you’d found the correct segment.
• Participant 6 - I preferred design B because it meant I could see what I was looking for
and where it came in the programme relative to other segments. I was more conﬁdent
using design B as with design a I didn’t trust myself to not have skipped it so went really
slowly and backtracked sometimes whereas with design B I had conﬁdence that the text
had brought me to the right segment
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• Participant 7 - It gives you far superior control over navigating through the content.
It opens up the option of listening to speciﬁc parts of a show (e.g. speech links or
particular songs), which on a non-segmented player is so cumbersome to achieve that you
probably wouldn’t bother. It also gives you an indication of what is about to be said
in speech links, and the option to skip to diﬀerent tracks if you’d prefer, which could be
a convenient form of music discovery (eg. you like Radio 1s playlist & speech links, but
want to hear songs you haven’t heard before, you can skip to diﬀerent parts of the show
for that purpose).
• Participant 8 - It was a lot easier to ﬁnd speciﬁc segments within a show that I would
want to listen to (highlights, special moments etc.), plus, I could ﬂick through a show to
see if it is worth listening to the whole thing or not.
• Participant 9 - Saves time when trying to locate audio quickly
• Participant 10 - Very easy to ﬁnd speciﬁc section of show. Easy to learn and understand
functionality.
D.6.4 Final Questionnaire - Future Development
Table D.6 User Experiment - Final Questionnaire: How important







If you feel more information could be provided, please list what you’d expect.
• Participant 1 - Really helped in this test environment - in real life use I could mostly
only imagine myself using it to skip to the end of speech segments to get to the next song
without really caring what each segment was
• Participant 4 - (It was just the right amount of information, key words rather than
long sentences)
• Participant 5 - Genre colours?
• Participant 7 - Titles of features (I can imagine this form of segmentation being used
for ﬁnding popular speech features in a listeners favourite show for instance).
Live Segmentation
Please explain why you would or wouldn’t be interested in live segmentation.
• Participant 1 (Very Interested) - Very quick and simple to see if recent segments of
particular interest and skip directly to them
• Participant 2 (Very Interested) - I don’t always listen live, and I like being able to skip
songs if it’s speciﬁc show content I want to listen to.
• Participant 3 (Interested) - No response.
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Table D.7 User Experiment - Final Questionnaire: Would you be in-
terested in a web player that displays current and past seg-






• Participant 4 (Interested) - Searching for speciﬁc parts of the entire programme would
become a great deal easier if you didn’t want to painstakingly go through the whole thing
to identify what you wanted.
• Participant 5 (Interested) - Generally listen to spotify, but also enjoy radio content,
proper segmentation would make it much easier to work the content around own music
preferences.
• Participant 6 (Interested) - Important because some segments make more sense in the
grand scheme of a programme / it would be useful if you had just missed the beginning
of a programme and wanted to catch up there and then
• Participant 7 (Very Interested) - If you are mainly listening for a speech element to a
show, then it can be frustrating to wait for long periods of music if it isn’t what you are
looking for. It could also provide a snapshot to the listener of whether the music and
format of the show suits their listening tastes at that time.
• Participant 8 (Very Interested) - Especially for long shows, it helps the presenters when
deciding what to say next on air, to space plugs / adverts out throughout the duration
of a show, for example.
• Participant 9 (Interested) - No response.
• Participant 10 (Interested) - Would be able to quickly jump to a section of the show
that I would want to replay.
Personalised Show
Table D.8 User Experiment - Final Questionnaire: Would you be in-
terested in a web player that automatically gets segments
from a variety of programmes and creates a personalised






Please explain why you would or wouldn’t be interested in a personalised show.
• Participant 1 (Interested) - Very quick and simple to see if recent segments of particular
interest and skip directly to them
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• Participant 2 (Interested) - I don’t always listen live, and I like being able to skip songs
if it’s speciﬁc show content I want to listen to.
• Participant 3 (No Opinion) - No response.
• Participant 4 (Interested) - Searching for speciﬁc parts of the entire programme would
become a great deal easier if you didn’t want to painstakingly go through the whole thing
to identify what you wanted.
• Participant 5 (Interested) - Generally listen to spotify, but also enjoy radio content,
proper segmentation would make it much easier to work the content around own music
preferences.
• Participant 6 (Interested) - Important because some segments make more sense in the
grand scheme of a programme / it would be useful if you had just missed the beginning
of a programme and wanted to catch up there and then
• Participant 7 (Interested) - If you are mainly listening for a speech element to a show,
then it can be frustrating to wait for long periods of music if it isn’t what you are looking
for. It could also provide a snapshot to the listener of whether the music and format of
the show suits their listening tastes at that time.
• Participant 8 (Interested) - Especially for long shows, it helps the presenters when
deciding what to say next on air, to space plugs / adverts out throughout the duration
of a show, for example.
• Participant 9 (Very Interested) - No response.
• Participant 10 (No Opinion) - Would be able to quickly jump to a section of the show
that I would want to replay.
Segmented TV Player
Table D.9 User Experiment - Final Questionnaire: Would you be in-







Please explain why you would or wouldn’t be interested in a segmented player for catchup TV.
• Participant 1 (No Opinion) - Very quick and simple to see if recent segments of partic-
ular interest and skip directly to them
• Participant 2 (Not Interested) - I don’t always listen live, and I like being able to skip
songs if it’s speciﬁc show content I want to listen to.
• Participant 3 (Very Interested) - No response.
• Participant 4 (Not Interested) - Searching for speciﬁc parts of the entire programme
would become a great deal easier if you didn’t want to painstakingly go through the
whole thing to identify what you wanted.
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• Participant 5 (Interested) - Generally listen to spotify, but also enjoy radio content,
proper segmentation would make it much easier to work the content around own music
preferences.
• Participant 6 (Interested) - Important because some segments make more sense in the
grand scheme of a programme / it would be useful if you had just missed the beginning
of a programme and wanted to catch up there and then
• Participant 7 (Interested) - If you are mainly listening for a speech element to a show,
then it can be frustrating to wait for long periods of music if it isn’t what you are looking
for. It could also provide a snapshot to the listener of whether the music and format of
the show suits their listening tastes at that time.
• Participant 8 (Interested) - Especially for long shows, it helps the presenters when
deciding what to say next on air, to space plugs / adverts out throughout the duration
of a show, for example.
• Participant 9 (Very Interested) - No response.
• Participant 10 (Not Interested) - Would be able to quickly jump to a section of the
show that I would want to replay.
D.7 Experiment Results
D.7.1 User Tasks - Time Taken
Table D.10 User Experiment: Time taken to complete task.
Player A Player B












1 2 76 153 102 49 32 24
2 1 59 54 300 32 28 82
3 2 64 73 132 29 20 8
4 1 80 80 300 20 44 40
5 2 31 64 300 39 25 17
6 2 87 143 300 80 29 22
7 1 86 80 191 51 57 48
8 2 81 187 300 65 46 32
9 1 107 81 156 17 69 51
10 1 60 80 300 50 51 53
Average 1 78 75 249 34 50 55
Average 2 68 124 227 52 30 21
Average 73 100 238 43 40 38
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D.7.2 Two-way ANOVA Statistical Analysis
Table D.11 Empirical Evaluation: Two-way ANOVA (web player de-




df Mean Square F Sig.
design Linear 1 139876.817 125.047 0.000
Error(design) Linear 9 1118.594
audio_duration Linear 1 63600.625 26.605 0.001







Linear Linear 1 72675.625 30.428 0.000




Linear Linear 9 2388.458
Quadratic 9 1151.264
D.7.3 Wilcoxon Statistical Analysis
Table D.12 Empirical Evaluation: Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
(SUS_DESIGN_B − SUS_DESIGN_A)
N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
Negative Ranks 0𝑎 .00 .00
Positive Ranks 10𝑏 5.50 55.00
Ties 0𝑐
Total 10
a SUS_DESIGN_B < SUS_DESIGN_A
b SUS_DESIGN_B > SUS_DESIGN_A
c SUS_DESIGN_B = SUS_DESIGN_A
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Due to space limitations, not all the code could be included in the appendix, however the full
code is available in the electronic submission. The following code has been included:
1. server/eventCollection/mic_event_collector.py - The script which is run on a Raspberry
Pi to detect and record when the microphone is live. The script also records the micro-
phone, while it is live, and sends the output to a server for speech to text and text to
keyword analysis.
2. server/segmentProcessor/main.py - This is the main script which segments a radio pro-
gramme, using the events stored in various databases. The script analyses the events,
determines segments, receives metadata about the segments and ﬁnally exports the seg-
ments into a JSON ﬁle for the webplayer.
3. player/player.html - This is the main web player HTML ﬁle which displays the segmented
listen again player to the audience. Various other ﬁles, including CSS and JS, are used
to ensure the page displays and functions correctly.
4. player/src/js/add-on/popcorn.segment.js - This is one of the main JavaScript ﬁles for
the web player. It is a custom plugin which interfaces with the Popcorn.js library and















3 import l ogg ing
4 import socket
5
6 import RPi .GPIO as GPIO
7 import MySQLdb
8
9 from addons . mic_recorder import MicRecorder
10
11 device_name = ”URB_S1_MicLive_Collector”
12 network_name = ”undefined ”
13 event_pin = 4
14 event_wait = 1000
15
16 # Database Conf igurat ion
17 log_enabled = True
18 db = None
19 cursor = None
20 host_address = ” 138.38 .* .* ”
21 port_number = 3306
22 username = ” radio ”
23 password = ”***”
24 database_name = ”RadioCatchup”
25
26 event_table = ”CATCHUP_EVENT”
27 message_table = ”CATCHUP_LOG”
28
29 # Event Co l l e c t i on − Add ons
30 recorder = None
31 recorder_device = 2
32 recorder_rate = 44100
33 recorder_channel = 1
34 recorder_chunk = 4096
35 recorder_min_seconds = 5
36 recorder_max_seconds = 180
37 record ing_locat ion = ”/home/pi /RadioCatchup/ server /
even tCo l l e c t i on / recorded ”
38 recording_end_script = ”/home/pi /RadioCatchup/ server /
even tCo l l e c t i on /addons/upload_to_server . sh”
39
40 l ogg ing . bas icConf ig ( l e v e l=logg ing .DEBUG, f i l ename=’ /home
/pi /RadioCatchup/ server / even tCo l l e c t i on /
even tCo l l e c t i on . l og ’ )
41
42
43 def log_event ( type , timestamp , act ive , text ) :
44 global device_name , network_name
45
46 i f not log_enabled : return False
47
48 add_event = (”INSERT INTO ” + event_table +
49 ” ( device , network , type , timestamp ,
ac t ive , t e x t ) ”
50 ”VALUES (%(dev ice ) s , %(network ) s , %(
type ) s , %(timestamp ) s , %(ac t i v e ) s , %( t e x t ) s ) ” )
51
52 data_event = {
53 ’ dev ice ’ : device_name ,











55 ’ type ’ : type ,
56 ’ timestamp ’ : timestamp ,
57 ’ a c t i v e ’ : act ive ,
58 ’ t e x t ’ : text ,
59 }
60
61 cursor . execute ( add_event , data_event )
62 db . commit ( )
63 row_id = cursor . l a s t rowid
64 print (”EventCol l ec t ion : Event added ( id−” + st r (





69 def log_message ( type , timestamp , msg) :
70 global device_name
71
72 i f not log_enabled : return False
73
74 add_message = (”INSERT INTO ” + message_table +
75 ” ( device , network , type , timestamp ,
msg) ”
76 ”VALUES (%(dev ice ) s , %(network ) s , %(
type ) s , %(timestamp ) s , %(msg) s ) ” )
77
78 data_message = {
79 ’ dev ice ’ : device_name ,
80 ’ network ’ : network_name ,
81 ’ type ’ : type ,
82 ’ timestamp ’ : timestamp ,
83 ’msg ’ : msg ,
84 }
85
86 cursor . execute ( add_message , data_message )
87 db . commit ( )
88 row_id = cursor . l a s t rowid
89 print (”EventCol l ec t ion : Message logged ( id−” + st r (





94 def mic_live_active ( timestamp ) :
95 mic_start_record ( timestamp )
96 log_event ( eventTypes [ ”mic_live_active ” ] , timestamp ,
eventActiveStatus [ ”mic_live_active ” ] , ”” )
97
98
99 def mic_live_not_active ( timestamp ) :
100 mic_end_recording ( timestamp )
101 log_event ( eventTypes [ ”mic_live_not_active ” ] ,




104 def mic_start_record ( timestamp ) :
105 global recorder , record ing_locat ion
106
107 recording_id = s t r ( timestamp )
108 log_message ( eventTypes [ ”mic_live_active ” ] , timestamp
, ” S tar t ing recording ” )
109
110 i f recorder i s not None :
111 recorder . end_recording ( )
112 recording_id += ”−DUP”
113 # LOG RECORDER STARTED WHILE RECORDING












116 recorder = MicRecorder ( recording_id ,
recording_locat ion , recording_end_script , dev ice=
recorder_device ,
117 rate=recorder_rate , channels=




119 recorder . s t a r t ( )
120
121
122 def mic_end_recording ( timestamp ) :
123 global recorder
124
125 i f recorder i s not None :
126 log_message ( eventTypes [ ”mic_live_not_active ” ] ,
timestamp , ”Ending recording ” )
127 recorder . end_recording ( )
128 recorder = None
129
130
131 def event_detected ( channel ) :
132 s t a t e = GPIO. input ( channel )
133 timestamp = int ( time . time ( ) )
134
135 i f s ta t e and channel i s event_pin :
136 mic_live_active ( timestamp )
137 e l i f not s ta t e and channel i s event_pin :




142 eventTypes = {
143 ” s t a t u s ” : 0 ,
144 ”mic_live_active ” : 1 ,
145 ”mic_live_not_active ” : 1
146 }
147
148 eventActiveStatus = {
149 ”mic_live_active ” : 1 ,
150 ”mic_live_not_active ” : 0
151 }
152
153 command = {
154 0 : mic_live_active ,




159 def main( argv ) :
160 global db , cursor , device_name , network_name
161
162 network_name = socket . gethostname ( )
163
164 try :
165 print (”EventCol l ec t ion : Attempting to connect to
DB: ” + host_address + ”/” + database_name )
166 db = MySQLdb. connect ( host=host_address , port=
port_number , user=username , passwd=password ,
167 db=database_name ,
connect_timeout=5)
168 cursor = db . cursor ( )
169
170 except MySQLdb. Error as e r r :
171 print (”EventCol l ec t ion : Error connecting to DB:
” + host_address + ” ” + database_name )













175 log_message ( eventTypes [ ” s t a t u s ” ] , i n t ( time . time
( ) ) , ”Event c o l l e c t o r s t a r t i n g ” )
176
177 GPIO. setmode (GPIO.BCM)
178 GPIO. setup ( event_pin , GPIO. IN , pull_up_down=GPIO
.PUD_DOWN)
179 GPIO. add_event_detect ( event_pin , GPIO.BOTH,
ca l lback=event_detected , bouncetime=event_wait )
180
181 while True :
182 pass
183
184 log_message ( eventTypes [ ” s t a t u s ” ] , i n t ( time . time
( ) ) , ”Event c o l l e c t o r c l o s i n g ” )
185
186 cursor . c l o s e ( )
187 db . c l o s e ( )
188
189
190 i f __name__ == ”__main__” :
191 try :
192 main( sys . argv )
193 except :
194 print (”EventCol l ec t ion : Error ( see l og f i l e for
more d e t a i l s ) ” )
195 l ogg ing . except ion ( s t r ( in t ( time . time ( ) ) ) + ”−









2 import j son
3 import l ogg ing
4 import sys
5 import time
6 import reques t s
7
8 from s e rve r . segmentProcessor . in format ionSuppl i e r import
mic_l ive_retr iever , play_log_retr iever ,
programme_data_retriever
9
10 l ogg ing . bas icConf ig ( l e v e l=logg ing .DEBUG, f i l ename=’
segmentProcessor . l o g ’ )
11
12
13 def generate_programme_data ( s e r i e s , episode , start_date ,
end_date , presenters , d e s c r i p t i on ) :
14 programme_data = d i c t ( )
15 programme_data [ ’ seriesName ’ ] = s e r i e s
16 programme_data [ ’ episodeName ’ ] = episode
17 programme_data [ ’ b roadcas tS tar t ’ ] = time .mktime(
start_date . t imetuple ( ) )
18 programme_data [ ’ broadcastEnd ’ ] = time .mktime(
end_date . t imetuple ( ) )
19 programme_data [ ’ p re sen ter s ’ ] = pre sente r s





25 def generate_media_data ( a r t i s t , t i t l e , poster , mp3) :
26 media_data = d i c t ( )
27 media_data [ ’ a r t i s t ’ ] = a r t i s t
28 media_data [ ’ t i t l e ’ ] = t i t l e
29 media_data [ ’ pos ter ’ ] = poster





35 def generate_segment_data ( start_date , end_date ) :
36 segments = [ ]
37
38 speech_segments = mic_l ive_retr iever .
retr ieve_segments ( start_date , end_date )
39 segments . extend ( speech_segments )
40 # playout_audio_segments inc ludes music and advert
segments
41 playout_audio_segments = play_log_retr iever .
retr ieve_segments ( start_date , end_date )
42 segments . extend ( playout_audio_segments )
43 # news_segments = NOT IMPLEMENTED
44
45 # Sorts the segments based on th e i r s t a r t time
46 segments = sorted ( segments , key=lambda x : x [ ’ opt ions










51 def download_show_logging ( dest inat ion , start_date ,
end_date ) :
52 s t a r t = start_date . s t r f t ime (”%Y%m%d%H%M%S” )
53 end = end_date . s t r f t ime (”%Y%m%d%H%M%S” )
54
55 # Download logg ing URL
56 ur l = ” h t tp ://138 .38 .* .*/ cg i /get_media . cg i ? format=
mpeg128_joint_stereo ; channel_id=142” \
57 ” ; start_timestamp=” + sta r t + ” ; ” \
58 ”end_timestamp=” + end + ” ; ”
59
60 d = start_date . s t r f t ime ( ”%d” )
61 m = start_date . s t r f t ime ( ”%m” )
62 Y = start_date . s t r f t ime (”%Y” )
63 H = start_date . s t r f t ime (”%H” )
64 i = start_date . s t r f t ime (”%M” )
65 s = start_date . s t r f t ime (”%S” )
66 dur = s t r ( ( ( end_date − start_date ) . seconds / 60) )
67
68 # channel = ”142” # URB Output
69 channel = ”22728” # S1 Output
70
71 print (”SegmentProcessor : Requesting l o gg ing from
nonstop . ” )
72 nonstop_url = ” h t tp :// nonstop . urb . bath . ac . uk :8000/ns
/ l ogg ing / reques t . php?d=”+d+”&m=”+m+”&Y=”+Y+”&H=”+H+”&
i=”+i+”&s=”+s+”&dur=”+dur+”&channel=”+channel
73 r = reques t s . get ( nonstop_url )
74 nonstop_f i le = r . text [ 1 9 : −3 ] . r ep lace (”\\” , ”” ) .
r ep lace (” ” , ”%20” )
75 print (”SegmentProcessor : Logging s u c c e s s f u l l y
downloaded to nonstop − ” + nonstop_f i l e )
76
77 print (”SegmentProcessor : Downloading l ogg ing from
nonstop . ” )
78 r = reques t s . get ( nonstop_fi le , stream=True )
79 with open ( dest inat ion , ’wb ’ ) as f :
80 for chunk in r . i ter_content ( chunk_size=1024) :
81 i f chunk :
82 f . wr i te ( chunk )
83 print (”SegmentProcessor : Logging s u c c e s s f u l l y
downloaded l o c a l l y − ” + des t ina t i on )
84
85 return des t ina t i on
86
87
88 def main( args ) :
89 i f l en ( args ) == 4:
90 # EXAMPLE: python main . py ”21/11/06 15:00”
”21/11/06 16:00” ”breakfast_show”
91 start_date = datetime . datetime . strpt ime ( args [ 1 ] ,
”%d/%m/%y %H:%M” )
92 end_date = datetime . datetime . strpt ime ( args [ 2 ] , ”
%d/%m/%y %H:%M” )
93 f i l ename = args [ 3 ]
94 else :
95 # TEST ( s c r i p t c a l l e d without parameters )
96 start_date = datetime . datetime (2017 , 3 , 30 , 20 ,
59 , 00)
97 end_date = datetime . datetime (2017 , 3 , 30 , 21 , 9 ,
00)
98 f i l ename = ” t e s t ”
99
100 print ”SegmentProcessor : Processing date range ” +
start_date . s t r f t ime ( ”%d/%m/%y %H:%M” ) + ” − ” +







102 show_id = programme_data_retriever .
retrieve_programme_scheduled ( start_date , end_date )
103 prog_info = programme_data_retriever .
retrieve_programme_information ( show_id )
104 print (”SegmentProcessor : Retr ieved show ” + st r (
show_id ) + ” programme information − ” + st r (
prog_info ) )
105
106 s e r i e s = prog_info [ ” s e r i e s ” ]
107 episode = prog_info [ ” episode ” ]
108 de s c r i p t i on = prog_info [ ” de s c r i p t i on ” ]
109 pre sente r s = programme_data_retriever .
retrieve_programme_presenters ( show_id )
110
111 poster = ”img/ de fau l t −pos ter . png”
112 mp3 = ”data/shows/” + fi lename + ” .mp3”
113
114 l ength = ( start_date − end_date ) . seconds
115 mp3_destination = ”/Users/Chris/Programmes/Workspace
/RadioCatchup/ p layer /” + mp3
116 j son_dest inat ion = ”/Users/Chris/Programmes/
Workspace/RadioCatchup/ p layer /data/shows/” + fi lename
+ ” . json ”
117
118 download_show_logging (mp3_destination , start_date ,
end_date )
119
120 data = d i c t ( )
121 data [ ’ programme ’ ] = generate_programme_data ( s e r i e s ,
episode , start_date , end_date , presenters ,
d e s c r i p t i on )
122 data [ ’media ’ ] = generate_media_data ( s e r i e s , episode ,
poster , mp3)
123 data [ ’ p l ug ins ’ ] = generate_segment_data ( start_date ,
end_date )
124
125 with open ( json_dest inat ion , ’w ’ ) as o u t f i l e :
126 j son .dump( data , o u t f i l e )
127
128 print (”SegmentProcessor : Show su c c e s s f u l l y
processed . ” )
129 print (”SegmentProcessor : AUDIO − ” + st r (
mp3_destination ) )
130 print (”SegmentProcessor : JSON − ” + st r (
j son_dest inat ion ) )
131
132
133 i f __name__ == ”__main__” :
134 try :
135 main( sys . argv )
136 except :
137 print (”SegmentProcessor : Error ( see l og f i l e for
more d e t a i l s ) ” )















4 <meta charset=” ut f −8” />
5 <meta name=” viewport ” content=”width=device−width ,
i n i t i a l −s ca l e=1”>
6 <meta http−equiv=”Content−Type” content=”text/html ;
charset=iso −8859−1” />
7
8 <t i t l e>URB Radio Catchup − The Hangover Cure</ t i t l e>
9
10 <!−− CSS Imports −−>
11 <link href=” d i s t / css / sk in . urb .min . css ”>
12 <link href=” l i b / css / boo t s t rap .min . css ”>
13 <link href=” l i b / css /font−awesome .min . css ”>
14 <link href=” l i b / css /font−awesome−animation .min . css ”>
15
16 <!−− JS Imports −−>
17 <script src=” l i b / j s / boo t s t rap .min . j s ”></script>
18 <script src=” l i b / j s / jquery . j p l a y e r .min . j s ”></script>
19 <script src=” l i b / j s / jquery . j p l a y e r .min . j s ”></script>
20 <script src=” l i b / j s /popcorn . ie8 . j s ”></script>
21 <script src=” l i b / j s /popcorn . j s ”></script>
22 <script src=” l i b / j s /popcorn . p layer . j s ”></script>
23 <script src=” l i b / j s /popcorn . j p l a y e r . j s ”></script>
24 <script src=” d i s t /radioCatchup .min . j s ”></script>
25 <script type=”text/ j a v a s c r i p t ”>
26 var player ;
27
28 $ (document ) . ready ( funct ion ( ) {
29 var player = setupCatchupPlayer (”#player_1” , ” t ime l ine
−container ” , ” seekbar−container ” ,







36 <div class=” jp−container ”>
37 <div class=”programme−header col−xs−12”>
38 <div class=”brand− l ogo hidden−xs ”>
39 <img src=”img/URBIcon . png”>
40 </div>
41 <div class=”programme−information ” style=” d i s p l ay
: in l ine −b lock ”>
42 <div class=”programme−information−t i t l e ” id=”
programme−t i t l e ”>The Hangover Cure</div>
43 <div class=”programme−information− s u b t i t l e ” id=”
programme− s u b t i t l e ”>with O l l i e Brookes</div>
44 <div class=”programme−information−date−time”>
45 <i class=” fa fa−c lock−o” ar ia−hidden=” true ”></
i>
46 <span class=” time” id=”programme−time”>16:00 −
18:00</span>
47 <i class=” fa fa−calendar−o” ar ia−hidden=” true ”
></ i>













52 <div id=” jp_container_1” class=” jp−player−container ”
>
53 <div class=” jp−p layer col−xs−12 col−sm−8 col−equal
−width”>
54 <div class=” jp−player−video ”>
55 <div id=”player_1” class=” jp− j p l a y e r ”></div>
56 <div class=” jp−gui ”>
57 <div class=” jp− i n t e r f a c e ”>
58 <div class=” jp−progress ”>
59 <div class=” jp−seek−bar”>
60 <div id=” seekbar−container ” class=” jp−
seek−elements ”></div>
61 <div class=” jp−play−bar” style=”width :
27.53%;”>





66 <div class=” jp−con t ro l s ”>
67 <button class=” fa fa−play fa−fw fa−2x
align− l e f t jp−play ” ar ia−hidden=” true ” r o l e=”button”
68 tabindex=”0”></button>
69 <button class=” fa fa−pause fa−fw fa−2x
align− l e f t jp−pause” ar ia−hidden=” true ” r o l e=”button”
70 tabindex=”0”></button>
71 <button class=” fa fa−step−forward fa−fw
fa−2x align− l e f t jp−step−forward” ar ia−hidden=” true ”
r o l e=”button”
72 tabindex=”2”></button>
73
74 <span style=”color : white ; f l o a t : r i g h t ;
padding : 0 3%;”>
75 <span class=” jp−current−time”></span>
76 /







84 <div class=” jp−s idebar col−xs−12 col−sm−4 col−
equal−width”>
85 <div class=” sidebar−container ” id=” sidebar−
container ”>
86 <div id=”img−s idebar ” class=” sidebar−
background”></div>
87 <div class=” sidebar−header”>Welcome to Radio
Recap !</div>
88 <div class=” sidebar−body”>
89 <div class=” sidebar−image−container col−xs−4
col−sm−12”>
90 <img class=” sidebar−image img−respons ive ”
src=”img/URBIcon . png”>
91 </div>
92 <div class=” sidebar−in fo col−xs−6 col−sm−12”
>
93 <div class=” sidebar−info−t i t l e ”>Press play
to s t a r t .</div>
94 <div class=” sidebar−info− s u b t i t l e ”></div>
95 <div class=” sidebar−info−text”></div>















102 <div class=”col−xs−12 jp−t ime l ine ”>
103 <div class=” t ime l ine−header”>
104 <div style=” d i sp l a y : in l ine −b lock ”>Programme
Timeline</div>
105 </div>
106 <div id=” t imel ine−container ” class=” t ime l ine−













E.4 Web Player - Plugin JS
Listing E.4 player/src/js/add-on/popcorn.segment.js
1 // Popcorn . j s plugin : Segment
2 ( function ( Popcorn ) {
3 var
4 defaultImageURL = ”img/URBIcon . png” ,
5 defaultSeekbarContainerID = ” seekbar−container ” ,
6 defaultTimel ineContainerID = ” t imel ine−container ” ,
7 defaultSidebarContainerID = ” sidebar−container ” ,
8 seekbarClassesToAdd = ” jp−seek−element ” ,
9 timelineClassesToAdd = ” l i s t −group−item t imel ine−
segment” ,
10 t imel ineTit leClassesToAdd = ” t imel ine− t i t l e ” ,
11 t imel ineSubtit leClassesToAdd = ” t imel ine− s u b t i t l e ” ,
12 timelineDisplayTimeClassesToAdd = ” t imel ine−disp lay −
time” ,
13 timelinePlayIconClassesToAdd = ” t imel ine−play−icon
fa fa−fw” ,
14 sidebarBackgroundClass = ” . s idebar−background” ,
15 s idebarHeaderClass = ” . s idebar−header” ,
16 s idebarImageClass = ” . s idebar−image” ,
17 s i deba rT i t l eC la s s = ” . s idebar−info− t i t l e ” ,
18 s i d eba rSubt i t l eC la s s = ” . s idebar−info− s u b t i t l e ” ,
19 s idebarTextClass = ” . s idebar−info− t e x t ” ,
20 s idebarLinksClass = ” . s idebar−info− l i n k s ” ;
21
22 var refreshSegmentSeekbar = function ( element ,
segmentOptions , mediaDuration ) {
23 var elementClassName = seekbarClassesToAdd ,
24
25 segmentDuration = segmentOptions . end −
segmentOptions . s tar t ,
26 segmentSize= ( segmentDuration ) / mediaDuration *
100 ,
27 segmentPosit ion = ( segmentOptions . s t a r t /
mediaDuration ) * 100;
28
29 // Set c l a s s e s f o r c e r t a in content
30 i f ( segmentOptions . skipItem == true ) {
31 elementClassName += ” sk ipped ” ;
32 }
33 i f ( segmentOptions . d i sab led == true ) {
34 elementClassName += ” d i s a b l e d ” ;
35 }
36 element . className = elementClassName + ” segment−” +
segmentOptions . type ;
37
38 // Update segment GUI − Recalcu late and se t width and
l e f t po s i t i on
39 element . s t y l e . width = segmentSize + ”%” ;
40 element . s t y l e . l e f t = segmentPosit ion + ”%” ;
41
42 //Set t o o l t i p
43 i f ( segmentOptions . t i t l e != ”” ) {
44 var t o o l t i p = segmentOptions . t i t l e ;
45 i f ( segmentOptions . s u b t i t l e != ”” ) {
46 t o o l t i p += ” − ” + segmentOptions . s u b t i t l e ;
47 }
48 element . s e tAtt r ibute ( ’ t i t l e ’ , t o o l t i p ) ;
49 element . s e tAtt r ibute ( ’ data− t o g g l e ’ , ’ t o o l t op ’ ) ;












55 var refreshSegmentTimeline = function ( element ,






59 var elementClassName = timelineClassesToAdd ;
60 var elementTitleClassName = timel ineTit leClassesToAdd ;
61 var elementSubitleClassName =
timel ineSubtit leClassesToAdd ;
62 var elementDisplayTimeClassName =
timelineDisplayTimeClassesToAdd ;
63 var elementPlayIconClassName =
timelinePlayIconClassesToAdd ;
64
65 // Set c l a s s e s f o r c e r t a in content
66 i f ( segmentOptions . skipItem == true ) {
67 elementClassName += ” sk ipped ” ;
68 }
69 i f ( segmentOptions . d i sab led == true ) {
70 elementClassName += ” d i s a b l e d ” ;
71 }
72
73 element . className = elementClassName + ” t imel ine−” +
segmentOptions . type ;
74 elementPlayIcon . className = elementPlayIconClassName ;
75
76 // Set event l i s t e n e r
77 element . onc l i ck = function ( ) {
78 i f ( ! segmentOptions . d i sab led ) {




83 i f ( segmentOptions . d i sp laySta r t != ”” ) {
84 elementDisplayTime . className =
elementDisplayTimeClassName ;
85 elementDisplayTime . innerHTML = segmentOptions .
d i sp laySta r t ;
86 }
87
88 i f ( segmentOptions . t i t l e != ”” ) {
89 e lementTit le . innerHTML = segmentOptions . t i t l e ;
90 e lementTit le . className = elementTitleClassName ;
91 }
92
93 i f ( segmentOptions . s u b t i t l e != ”” ) {
94 e lementSubt i t l e . className = elementSubitleClassName ;
95 e lementSubt i t l e . innerHTML = segmentOptions . s u b t i t l e ;
96 } else i f ( segmentOptions . displayKeywords != ”” ) {
97 e lementSubt i t l e . className = elementSubitleClassName ;
98 keywords = segmentOptions . displayKeywords ;
99 conso le . log ( keywords . length ) ;
100 i f ( keywords . length > 10) {
101 keywords = keywords . subst r ing (0 , 15) + ” . . . ” ;
102 }














108 var sidebarBackgroundElement = $( element ) . f ind (
sidebarBackgroundClass ) ,
109 sidebarHeaderElement = $( element ) . f ind (
s idebarHeaderClass ) ,
110 sidebarImageElement = $( element ) . f ind (
sidebarImageClass ) ,
111 s idebarTit leElement = $( element ) . f ind (
s idebarT i t l eC la s s ) ,
112 s idebarSubt i t leElement = $( element ) . f ind (
s ideba rSubt i t l eC la s s ) ,
113 sidebarTextElement = $( element ) . f ind (
s idebarTextClass ) ,
114 sidebarLinksElement = $( element ) . f ind (
s idebarLinksClass ) ;
115
116 i f ( sidebarBackgroundElement . length ){
117 var imageURL = ”” ;
118 i f ( ’ d i sp l ayP ic tu re ’ in segmentOptions &&
segmentOptions . d i sp layPic ture != ”” ) {
119 imageURL = segmentOptions . d i sp layPic ture ;
120 }
121 $ ( sidebarBackgroundElement ) . c s s ( ’ background−image ’
, ’ l inear −grad ient ( rgba (255 , 255 , 255 , 0 .4) , ’ +
122 ’ rgba (255 , 255 , 255 , 0 .5) ) , u r l (” ’ + imageURL
+ ’ ”) ’ )
123 }
124
125 i f ( sidebarHeaderElement . length ){
126 var headerText = ””
127 switch ( segmentOptions . type ) {
128 case ”music” :
129 headerText = ”Now p lay ing . . . ” ;
130 break ;
131 case ”news” :
132 headerText = ”URB News” ;
133 break ;
134 case ” speech ” :
135 i f ( typeof radioCatchupShowTitle !== ’
undefined ’ ) {
136 headerText = radioCatchupShowTitle
137 }
138 break ;
139 case ” advert ” :
140 headerText = ”Advert ” ;
141 break ;
142 de fau l t :
143 headerText = ”URB Catchup” ;
144 break ;
145 }
146 $ ( sidebarHeaderElement ) . html ( headerText ) ;
147 }
148
149 i f ( sidebarImageElement . length ) {
150 var imageURL = ”” ;
151 i f ( ’ d i sp l ayP ic tu re ’ in segmentOptions &&
segmentOptions . d i sp layPic ture != ”” ) {
152 imageURL = segmentOptions . d i sp layPic ture ;
153 } else {
154 imageURL = defaultImageURL ;
155 }
156 $ ( sidebarImageElement ) . a t t r ( ’ src ’ , imageURL) ;
157 }
158
159 i f ( s idebarTit leElement . length ) {
160 var t i t l e = ”” ;
161 i f ( ’ t i t l e ’ in segmentOptions && segmentOptions .
t i t l e != ”” ) {








163 } else i f ( typeof radioCatchupShowTitle !== ’
undefined ’ ) {
164 t i t l e = radioCatchupShowTitle
165 }
166 $ ( s idebarTit leElement ) . html ( t i t l e ) ;
167 }
168
169 i f ( s idebarSubt i t leElement . length ) {
170 var s ub t i t l e = ”” ;
171 i f ( ’ s u b t i t l e ’ in segmentOptions && segmentOptions
. s u b t i t l e != ”” ) {
172 s ub t i t l e = segmentOptions . s u b t i t l e ;
173 } else i f ( typeof radioCatchupShowSubtitle !== ’
undefined ’ ) {
174 s ub t i t l e = radioCatchupShowSubtitle
175 }
176 $ ( s idebarSubt i t leElement ) . html ( s ub t i t l e ) ;
177 }
178
179 i f ( sidebarTextElement . length ) {
180 var displayKeywords = ”” ;
181 i f ( ’ displayKeywords ’ in segmentOptions &&
segmentOptions . displayKeywords != ”” ) {
182 displayKeywords = segmentOptions . displayKeywords
;
183 }
184 $ ( sidebarTextElement ) . html ( displayKeywords ) ;
185 }
186
187 i f ( sidebarLinksElement . length ) {
188 var urlLink = ”” ;
189 i f ( ’ ur lLink ’ in segmentOptions && segmentOptions .
ur lLink != ”” ) {





195 var centreCurrentSegmentTimeline = function ( element ,
container , segmentOptions ) {
196 conta iner . scro l lTop = element . o f f setTop − 50 ;
197 } ;
198
199 var nextSegmentTime = function ( context ) {
200 var segments = context . data . trackRefs ;
201 var currentTime = context . currentTime ( ) ;
202 var newTime = context . duration ( ) ;
203
204 f o r (var segment in segments ) {
205 var segmentStartTime = segments [ segment ] . s t a r t ;
206
207 i f ( segmentStartTime >= currentTime &&
segmentStartTime < newTime) {




212 return newTime ;
213 }
214
215 Popcorn . plugin ( ”segment” , function ( opt ions ) {
216 // DECLARE VARIABLES
217 var seekbarContainerID = ( opt ions . seekbarContainer ) ?
218 ( opt ions . seekbarContainer ) :
defaultSeekbarContainerID ,











222 t imel ineContainerID = ( opt ions . seekbarContainer ) ?
223 ( opt ions . t imel ineConta iner ) :
defaultTimelineContainerID ,
224 t imel ineConta iner = document . getElementById (
t imel ineContainerID ) ,
225 timelineElement ,
226 t imel ineElementTit le ,




231 segmentPlayingContainerID = ( opt ions .
segmentPlayingContainer ) ?
232 ( opt ions . segmentPlayingContainer ) :
defaultSidebarContainerID ,






238 _setup : function ( track ) {
239 // Convert re l evant parameters to f l o a t s
240 opt ions . s t a r t = parseFloat ( opt ions . s t a r t ) ;
241 opt ions . end = parseFloat ( opt ions . end ) ;
242
243 // Ensure conta iner s ex i s t , otherwise can ’ t add
any elements .
244 i f ( seekbarContainer ) {
245 // SEEKBAR ELEMENT
246 seekbarElement = document . createElement ( ” div ” )
;
247 seekbarElement . id = ”SB−” + options . _id ;
248 seekbarContainer . appendChild ( seekbarElement ) ;
249 }
250 i f ( t imel ineConta iner ) {
251 // TIMELINE ELEMENT
252 t imel ineElement = document . createElement (”a” ) ;
253 t imel ineElement . id = ”TL−” + options . _id ;
254 t imel ineConta iner . appendChild ( timel ineElement ) ;
255
256 // ELEMENT PARTS
257 t imel ineElementTit le = document . createElement (”
span” ) ;
258 t imel ineElementSubt i t l e = document . createElement
(”span” ) ;
259 timelineElementDisplayTime = document .
createElement (”span” ) ;
260 t imel ineElementPlayIcon = document . createElement
(” i ” ) ;
261 t imel ineElement . appendChild (
timelineElementDisplayTime ) ;
262 t imel ineElement . appendChild ( t imel ineElementTit le
) ;
263 t imel ineElement . appendChild (
t imel ineElementSubt i t l e ) ;
264 t imel ineElement . appendChild (
timel ineElementPlayIcon ) ;
265 }
266 i f ( segmentPlayingContainer ) {
267 // SIDEBAR ELEMENT
268 segmentPlayingElement = document . createElement (
” div ” ) ;
269 segmentPlayingElement . id = ”SP−” + options . _id ;












274 _update : function ( track , updates ) {
275 } ,
276
277 s t a r t : function ( event , opt ions ) {
278 // 1 . Check item can be played
279 i f ( opt ions . d i sab led == true | | opt ions . skipItem
== true ) {
280 this . currentTime (nextSegmentTime ( this ) ) ;
281 } else {
282 $ ( timelineElement ) . addClass ( ’ segment−p lay ing ’ ) ;
283 }
284 // 2 . Update segment s idebar UI
285 refreshSegmentSidebar ( segmentPlayingContainer ,
opt ions ) ;
286 // 3 . Update segment t ime l ine UI
287 centreCurrentSegmentTimeline ( timelineElement ,
t imel ineContainer , opt ions ) ;
288 } ,
289
290 durationchange : function ( event ) {
291 refreshSegmentSeekbar ( seekbarElement , options ,
this . duration ( ) ) ;
292 refreshSegmentTimel ine ( timelineElement ,
t imel ineElementTit le , t imel ineElementSubt it le ,
293 timelineElementDisplayTime ,
timelineElementPlayIcon ,
294 options , this ) ;
295 } ,
296
297 end : function ( event , opt ions ) {
298 $ ( timelineElement ) . removeClass ( ’ segment−p lay ing ’ ) ;









307 about : {
308 name : ”Popcorn Segment Plugin ” ,
309 vers ion : ” 0.1 ” ,
310 author : ”Chris Couch” ,
311 website : ” chr i s . io ”
312 } ,
313 opt ions : {
314 t imel ineConta iner : ” t imel ine−container ” ,
315 seekbarContainer : ” seekbar−container ” ,
316 segmentPlayingContainer : ”segment−playing−container ”
,
317
318 t i t l e : {
319 elem : ” input ” ,
320 type : ” t e x t ” ,
321 l a b e l : ” T i t l e ”
322 } ,




327 }) ( this . Popcorn ) ;
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